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Although the Supreme Court is a singular institution within the American judiciary, it remains recognizably a court. Among the many institutional characteristics that mark the Court as a court, perhaps the most defining is that it exercises its law-making function via justificatory opinions that accompany dispositions in individual cases. By conforming its lawmaking texts to the judicial genre, the Court distinguishes itself from other government actors, such as Congress and the president, that exercise government authority through other textual forms, such as statutes and executive orders. This Article presents the results of a quantitative analysis of Supreme Court opinions that measures the degree to which the content of the Court’s opinions conforms to, or departs from, the judicial genre. With the opinions of the federal appellate courts as a baseline, we use topic modeling to estimate the degree of semantic distinctiveness of Supreme Court opinions and track changes in that distinctiveness over the second half of the twentieth century. We find that the Court has become measurably more distinctive over time. We further find that the divergence of the Court’s opinions from the judicial genre is not due to the selection of an increasingly non-representative pool of cases for review. Rather, the Court is analyzing and writing about a similarly representative pool of cases, but in an increasingly idiosyncratic fashion. We accompany this quantitative analysis with a qualitative analysis of individual Supreme Court opinions that draws out the significance of this change.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Supreme Court is a singular institution within the American judiciary. It is uniquely powerful, sitting atop a judicial hierarchy in which lower courts are legally bound by its pronouncements. Its unique institutional features include a small docket, the ability to select the cases that it will decide, and a tradition of sitting as a whole, rather than in panels. The Court also plays a unique role in American political and social life: in the last several decades alone, its decisions have spurred social movements,1 reshaped core cultural institutions,2 and settled presidential elections.3

Although as an institution the Supreme Court is distinctive, it remains recognizably a court. The Supreme Court shares certain rituals with other U.S. judicial institutions, such as the black robe and gavel. It also shares many procedures with other courts, including adversarial hearings and restrictions on ex parte contacts. Perhaps most important, its mode of decision making is through case-by-case adjudication, typically in the course of hearing an appeal from a lower-court

decision.\textsuperscript{4} As such, when the Court creates, amends, or clarifies legal obligations, it does so not through directly stated rules (as in a statute or regulation), but through the justificatory documents that accompany a disposition in a particular case.

The court-like nature of the Supreme Court appears to be important for its institutional legitimacy. Scholars have long puzzled over the substantial reservoir of public prestige enjoyed by the Court, in light of its lack of democratic accountability.\textsuperscript{5} This “diffuse support” has been the subject of considerable theorizing and study,\textsuperscript{6} with leading accounts grounding the Court’s legitimacy in the popular association of judicial institutions with a principled style of decision making that is removed from the posturing and compromise that is routine in the political branches.\textsuperscript{7} Symbols that are associated with the judiciary, such as the courtroom and the gavel, appear to play a role in triggering positive attitudes toward the Court’s decisions, even among people who disagree with the outcomes of individual cases.\textsuperscript{8}

Just as the Justices symbolically distinguish themselves from other government actors by donning their robes, the particular textual form in which the Court’s lawmaking power is embodied—the written opinion—is a hallmark of the exercise of judicial power. The judicial opinion can be understood as a genre of legal text that is “characterized by a particular form, style, or purpose.”\textsuperscript{9} Defining the concept of genre is notoriously difficult, and genre categorizations—whether in music, literature, or art—are often controversial.\textsuperscript{10} For our purposes, the concept of judicial genre is related to the role of judicial symbols in legitimating the Court as an institution. That is, the genre of the judicial opinion is among the defining characteristics of the Court. Even within the larger genre of “law writing,” judicial opinions are a distinct subcategory. Judicial opinions are easily distinguished in form, style, or purpose from the texts produced by other American legal institutions.

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{4} The only area in which the Supreme Court can issue general rules outside the context of deciding individual cases is for the procedures that govern the conduct of the courts. Rules Enabling Act of 1934, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2071–2077 (2012).
\textsuperscript{6} See infra Section I.A.
\textsuperscript{7} See, e.g., John M. Scheb II & William Lyons, The Myth of Legality and Public Evaluation of the Supreme Court, 81 SOC. SCI. Q. 925, 928 (2000) (reporting a survey of public attitudes toward the Court and correlating those with the “myth of legality,” which the authors define as “the notion that the Supreme Court’s decisions are based on legal principles rather than on political influences”); John R. Hibbing & Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, Congress as Public Enemy: Public Attitudes Toward American Political Institutions (1995). See infra for a more nuanced discussion.
\textsuperscript{9} Genre, OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY (2d ed. 1989) (second definition). See generally Robert A. Ferguson, The Judicial Opinion as Literary Genre, 1 YALE J.L. & Hum. 201, 202 (1990) (examining “the appellate judicial opinion as a distinct literary genre within the larger civic literature of the American republic of laws”).
\textsuperscript{10} See generally RICK ALTMAN, FILM/GENRE (1999); DAVID FISHELOV, METAPHORS OF GENRE: THE ROLE OF ANALOGIES IN GENRE THEORY (1993).
\end{flushright}
such as the regulations promulgated by administrative agencies or the statutes adopted by legislatures. When the Court exercises its power through texts that are recognizable as judicial opinions, it marks itself out as a judicial institution, triggering a set of positive associations that tend to enhance support for—or at least willingness to accept—its decisions.

The legitimacy-enhancing value of certain symbols, such as robes, is contingent on their association with judicial institutions. Were the Court to adopt overly distinctive garb that is not associated with the judiciary more generally—or even worse the attire of politicians—it would run the risk of undermining the symbolic value of its costume. Similarly, if its writings are easily distinguishable from the opinions of courts more generally, their power as a legitimating symbol could be diminished. At the margins, it may be difficult to know at what point a garment is no longer a judicial robe or a building is no longer a courthouse; similarly, a document’s status as a recognizable judicial opinion will often not be a straightforward binary distinction. Furthermore, the genre of the American judicial opinion has changed over time, and a document that falls well within the conventions and norms of one time may be highly distinctive from another period. Nevertheless, although uncontroversial genre classifications may be difficult, there is likely to be a more broadly recognizable spectrum of similarity and distinctiveness.

A growing body of research and commentary articulates and interprets changes and trends in the Court’s writings. Two authors of this Article (Michael Livermore and Daniel Rockmore) along with Keith Carlson use quantitative methods to explore changes in writing style over time on the U.S. Supreme Court. That analysis finds that contemporaneous Justices tend to write in identifiably similar ways to each other. Other scholars have examined change in certain stylistic features of the Court’s opinions, such as opinion length, as well as trends in language usage. Some stylistic changes, such as the rise of complex, multi-part opinions with several concurrences and dissents, have been broadly noted by scholars and commentators.


In this Article, we extend this body of work by asking if the Court’s writings as a whole have grown more semantically distinctive over the course of the twentieth century, as compared to the judicial opinions issued by other American courts. Our analysis is based on a large collection of opinions written by the Supreme Court and federal courts of appeals. We use the appellate court opinions as a baseline and examine whether Supreme Court opinions are becoming measurably different from that anchor point over time. The courts of appeals are a conservative point of departure for our analysis because if there were a set of opinions that could be expected to co-evolve with the Court, it would be those produced by the courts that the Court most directly supervises. If the Supreme Court is becoming more distinctive vis-à-vis the federal courts, then we can be fairly certain that there would be a similar change with respect to other U.S. judicial institutions.

Methodologically, our approach is intentionally interdisciplinary and draws from the field of computational text analysis, which among other things has developed approaches that address the problem of articulating the varying semantic content in a large set of documents—in this case, hundreds of thousands of court cases.15 Although Court observers have examined related issues in a qualitative way,16 traditional empirical methods that rely on reading and hand-coding opinions are ill-suited to studying nuanced differences in language usage that are difficult for human readers to systematically capture. Existing coding of issue area and case outcome provides valuable metadata on decisions, but there is an obvious loss of information as thousands of words of text are reduced to a handful of coded variables. The large number of cases to be processed also poses substantial resource challenges even if a reliable human coding methodology could be developed.

For this study, we exploit the technique of topic modeling, a computational and machine-learning approach to text analysis that is now a decade old and has spread to a number of academic disciplines, including history and political science.17 Scholars have only recently begun to apply topic models to legal texts, and a contribution of this project is to introduce the tool of topic modeling to the community of legal scholars in a familiar and important context—the analysis of

---


Our analysis is based on an application of a topic model to all of the text in opinions issued by the Supreme Court and appellate courts from 1951 to 2007. This is a corpus of almost 300,000 texts.

Broadly, topic models generate two outputs. First are the topics. These are probability distributions over the vocabulary in the corpus, meaning that they are lists of numerical weightings of the words in the corpus. The topics can be thought of as representing subject-matter categories, with the connection to the colloquial meaning of topic deriving from a gestalt based on a given distribution’s most highly weighted words. A word cloud can provide a sense of the content of a document in a similar fashion, with the most highly weighted words as the largest words in the cloud; taken together, these frequent words give a sense of the subject matter encoded by the distribution. Individual documents are then characterized (i.e., encoded) as a distribution over the topics so that they are represented as comprising the various topics. The number of topics needed to “fit” a corpus will vary with the corpus composition. Topic models enable the identification of latent groupings of texts (e.g., according to similarity of topic distribution) when applied to an unstructured corpus. They can also aid analysis of the semantic content of documents by reducing the number of dimensions from an unmanageable number of distinct words in the vocabulary to a manageable number of topics. This reduces the dimensionality of a dataset from many thousands of words to between 10 and roughly 100 topics. Topic modeling is now a relatively mature algorithmic technology and executes efficiently, even on a set of a few hundred thousand documents.

On the basis of the outputs of the topic model, we conduct three analyses. First, we compare the distribution of topics in Supreme Court opinions with the distribution in the appellate courts to estimate a degree of difference of the semantic content in the two corpora. We find that there are significant and meaningful semantic differences between the two corpora. This finding provides quantitative evidence that the Court’s opinions as a collection are recognizably distinct from the opinions of the subordinate federal appellate courts. We also find that the appellate court cases that are selected for review are an intermediary corpus that is distinct both from the general pool of appellate cases and from the Supreme Court corpus.

Second, we examine appellate opinions that are associated with cases selected by the Court for review to provide insight into the certiorari process. There


20. See Law, supra note 18 (discussing measures of fit).

is a considerable body of empirical legal scholarship that seeks to understand the factors that influence the Court’s decisions about what cases to select for review.\textsuperscript{22} This research has identified several variables, such as the presence of amici, that are associated with the likelihood of a grant of certiorari.\textsuperscript{23} We contribute to this literature by identifying the topics that are correlated, either positively or negatively, with certiorari. We also examine how the topics that are associated with certiorari have changed over the course of the study period. This analysis has significant potential to contribute to future empirical work through the use of topic controls that help researchers draw more solid causal inferences by accounting for unobserved variables that affect both the factor of interest and the likelihood of a grant of certiorari.\textsuperscript{24}

In our final quantitative analysis, we examine whether the differences in semantic content between the Supreme Court and the lower courts are changing over time. We find that, indeed, the Court’s opinions are becoming measurably more distinctive. For both of these analyses, we estimate the contribution of the certiorari process to this effect by comparing cases selected for review to the general pool of lower court cases. We find that cases selected for review are topically distinctive from the broader pool, but that they have remained consistently distinctive over time. The Court does not appear to be selecting more unusual cases for review than it has in the past. The Court’s opinions themselves, on the other hand, have been growing increasingly idiosyncratic compared to the opinions of the appellate courts.

We augment these quantitative findings with an interpretive exercise. For this analysis, we examine Supreme Court opinions from the beginning and end of the study period. To avoid the problem of cherry-picking, we use a quantitative technique to identify the most- and least-characteristic Supreme Court opinions based on their likelihood of being misidentified as an appellate court opinion. We then engage in a close reading of these opinions to help tease out the meaning and importance of the growing semantic distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions.

This is a particularly important time to be examining practices that bear on the legitimacy of the Supreme Court. Over the past several decades, the work of the Court has become increasingly political and polarized.\textsuperscript{25} Confirmations to the Court have become extremely high-stakes partisan contests, and are now routinely discussed during presidential campaigns. The refusal of the Republican Senate to hold hearings on President Barack Obama’s nominee to fill Justice Scalia’s vacant seat both highlighted and heightened the degree to which the Court has become submerged within partisan politics.\textsuperscript{26} If the Court is perceived as just another political institution and less as a court of law (by either elites or the broader public), then its unique position as the arbiter of last resort with the ability to conclusively

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} See infra Section I.C.
\item \textsuperscript{23} See infra notes 82–93 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{24} See infra Section III.C.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Cf. James L. Gibson, \textit{The Legitimacy of the U.S. Supreme Court in a Polarized Polity}, 4 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 507 (2007).
\item \textsuperscript{26} New York Times Editorial Board, Editorial, \textit{The Stolen Supreme Court Seat}, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 25, 2016, at SR18.
\end{itemize}
settle legal disputes may be compromised. Our work suggests that in its writings—among its most important defining characteristics—the Court may be edging away from its roots.

The structure of the remainder of the Article is as follows. Part I provides motivation for our quantitative analysis and discusses the sources of the Court’s legitimacy and the potential role played by judicial opinions. It then explains our methodology for defining semantic distinctiveness and examines the two major pathways for the Court’s opinions to systematically differ from the opinions in the appellate courts. Part II explains topic models, discusses our data and the topics that are generated by our model, and reports the results of several tests of how well the model captures semantic content of the data. Part III reports our main results: that the Supreme Court’s opinions are becoming more distinctive, and this trend does not result from the Court selecting more unusual cases for review. Rather, the Court is writing about a similarly distinctive pool of cases in an increasingly distinctive fashion. Part IV engages in a qualitative analysis of the important sources of difference between the Court’s opinions and those of the appellate courts, based on samples of more- and less-distinctive opinions as determined by the qualitative topic-model-based measure. It also suggests potential avenues for future research. This Article’s conclusion discusses normative and methodological consequences of our study.

I. GENGREIFYING THE COURT

The concept of legitimacy, and specifically the elusive source of the Supreme Court’s legitimacy, is a perennial topic of legal and social-science scholarship. At a time when public support for the Court has fallen, and party polarization over Supreme Court nominees has reached new heights, questions about the Court’s legitimacy retain their salience. If conforming to the judicial genre benefits the Court’s legitimacy, it is worth considering whether there are secular


28. A Westlaw search of U.S. law-review articles published in the period 1960–2015 with the words legitimacy, legitimate, or illegitimate in the same sentence as Supreme Court, and excluding all articles with the word child or children, returned over 8,000 results. For an overview of recent trends in the relevant social science literature, see James L. Gibson & Michael J. Nelson, The Legitimacy of the US Supreme Court: Conventional Wisdoms and Recent Challenges Thereto, 10 ANN. REV. L. SOC. SCI. 201 (2014).

29. For example, in an annual Gallup poll of public confidence in the Court, fewer than 40% of respondents answered that they have a “Great deal” or “Quite a lot” of confidence in each of the past ten years. Prior to 2006, in only one other year since 1975 was confidence below 40%. Supreme Court, GALLUP, http://www.gallup.com/poll/4732/supreme-court.aspx (last visited Jan. 15, 2017).

trends in the degree to which the Court’s opinions fit the genre’s conventions. To test whether that is the case, we introduce a quantitative method of describing distinctiveness in collections of texts—what we will call *genrefication*—that begins with an agreed-upon collection of texts and relies as little as possible on strong assumptions about the defining features of a genre.

A. The Judicial Opinion as a Legitimating Symbol

One of the classic paradoxes of the American political system is that in a country that purports to hold democratic values dear, final decision-making authority on some of the most hotly contested political issues is vested in a body that is almost entirely free from formal democratic accountability. This paradox has spurred decades’ worth of discussion and debate from a variety of perspectives. Some philosophers have attacked the Court’s peculiar status as inappropriate and undemocratic, while others have argued that an independent arbiter can better protect substantive rights than majoritarian institutions. Some legal scholars have claimed that the Court can protect democracy from its defects, while others have argued that the Court’s premiere place in the political order is inconsistent with the


33. See The Federalist No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton) (defending life tenure for judges as an “excellent barrier to the encroachments and oppressions of the representative body”).


founders’ vision of a popular role in constitutional interpretation.\textsuperscript{37} From an empirical perspective, political scientists and sociologists have offered a variety of theories to explain the counternuitive fact that the Court enjoys a high level of support by the public even though, from time to time, it reverses the policy choices of democratically elected branches.\textsuperscript{38}

In this discourse, the fraught word \textit{legitimacy} is often raised in connection with the Court and its decisions.\textsuperscript{39} Professor Richard Fallon refers to three ways in which this term is used: legal legitimacy, moral legitimacy, and sociological legitimacy.\textsuperscript{40} Legal legitimacy turns on the legal permissibility of a government official’s conduct.\textsuperscript{41} Moral legitimacy is “a function of moral justifiability or respect-worthiness.”\textsuperscript{42} Sociological legitimacy, which as a concept has its roots in Max Weber’s writings,\textsuperscript{43} involves the relevant public’s perceptions of the conduct of government officials. When the public “regards [acts or institutions] as justified, appropriate, or otherwise deserving of support for reasons beyond fear of sanctions or mere hope for personal reward,” those acts or institutions are legitimate from a sociological perspective.\textsuperscript{44} A weaker form of sociological legitimacy entails mere

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{40} Richard H. Fallon, \textit{Legitimacy and the Constitution}, 118 Harv. L. Rev. 1787, 1790 (2005).
  \item \textsuperscript{41} “That which is lawful is also legitimate.” \textit{Id.} at 1794. Fallon notes that the inverse is not necessarily true, and distinguishes between “the substantive legal legitimacy of judicial rulings, which reflects their correctness or reasonableness as a matter of law, and their authoritative legitimacy or legally binding character.” \textit{Id.} at 1794–95.
  \item \textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.} at 1796.
  \item \textsuperscript{43} See, e.g., Max Weber, \textit{Die drei reines Typen der legitimen Herrschaft}, 187 \textsc{Preussische Jahrbücher} 1 (1922) (appearing later as Max Weber, \textit{The Three Types of Legitimate Rule}, 4 Berkeley Publications in Soc’y & Institutions 1 (1958) (Han Gerth trans.)).
  \item \textsuperscript{44} Fallon, supra note 40, at 1795.
\end{itemize}
acceptance and the failure of acts or institutions to generate active resistance or opposition.\textsuperscript{45}

In this Article, we are concerned with sociological legitimacy—that is, the actual perceptions of the public (justified or not) concerning institutions and official acts. This concept of legitimacy can be further refined by distinguishing between what political scientists refer to as diffuse support—which acts as a “reservoir of favorable attitudes or good will” toward an institution that facilitates acceptance or endorsement of even unfavorable decisions—and specific support, which is based on happiness with individual decisions.\textsuperscript{46}

There is some disagreement over whether the Court in fact enjoys diffuse support. From opinion surveys, it is relatively clear that the public in general has a reasonably favorable view toward the Court, and has no particular appetite for reforms that would fundamentally change its role.\textsuperscript{47} Two basic explanations have been offered for this phenomenon. The first argues that the Court enjoys broad popular support because the policies that it promotes through its decisions are broadly popular—if the Court were to issue unpopular decisions, the level of support for the institution would decline.\textsuperscript{48} Under this account, the Court’s current high level of support amounts to a stock of goodwill that it has built up over the years by doing what the public wants, but which is amenable to depletion in the face of decisions

\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.} at 1796.

\textsuperscript{46} \textsc{David Easton}, \textsc{A Systems Analysis of Political Life} 273 (1965). This distinction was emphasized in Caldeira & Gibson, \textit{supra} note 38, at 637 and Dean Jaros & Rober Roper, \textit{The U.S. Supreme Court: Myth, Diffuse Support, Specific Support, and Legitimacy}, 8 Am. Pol. Q. 85, 101 (1980). The distinction between diffuse and specific support is related to a different distinction introduced by political scientists between input and output legitimacy. Input legitimacy is based on the procedures used to arrive at a decision, while output legitimacy is based on the effectiveness of those decisions at promoting public well-being. \textsc{Fritz W. Scharpf}, \textsc{Governing in Europe: Effective and Democratic?} 6, 27 (1999); Robert O. Keohane & Joseph S. Nye Jr., \textit{Between Centralization and Fragmentation: The Club Model of Multilateral Cooperation and Problems of Democratic Legitimacy} 3 (John F. Kennedy School of Government, Working Paper No. 04/01, 2001). The input/output distinction was introduced in the context of transnational governmental institutions—most notably the European Union. The primary input feature of interest for the relevant discussion is democratic accountability, which has been viewed as problematic for these institutions.

\textsuperscript{47} Gibson & Nelson, \textit{supra} note 28, at 205–06.

that flout public preferences.\textsuperscript{49} Under the second account, support for the Court is institutional rather than substantive, and is robust to unpopular decisions.\textsuperscript{50}

Various theories have been put forward for why the Court might have such institutional prestige. One is the “myth of legality” view, in which popular support for the Court is grounded in a widespread belief that the Justices reach their decisions through the neutral application of binding and dispositive legal authorities.\textsuperscript{51} In its strongest form, the public is theorized to believe that legal decision making is a value-free and technical exercise that does not involve meaningful discretion.\textsuperscript{52} If this view of the legal process is in fact widespread, then the Court’s legitimacy is resistant to disagreement with the outcomes of individual cases.\textsuperscript{53}

A more nuanced version of this hypothesis is that the public is aware and accepts that there is a degree of discretion involved in judging, but believes that the Justices exercise their discretion in a principled, public-regarding fashion, rather than strategically to benefit themselves.\textsuperscript{54} This belief may be supported by a view that the Justices make a good-faith effort to respect the rule of law and conform their decisions to governing authority. Such a view would recognize an important role for the law in judicial decision making, while still allowing room for the values and

\begin{itemize}
\item 49. See Vanessa A. Baird, \textit{Building Institutional Legitimacy: The Role of Procedural Justice}, 54 POL. RES. Q. 333, 334 (2001) (discussing theory that people keep a running tally of whether they view the Court’s decisions favorably); James L. Gibson, Gregory A. Caldeira & Vanessa Baird, \textit{On The Legitimacy of National High Courts}, 92 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 343 (1998). This empirical account on the relationship between support for the Court and the popularity of its decisions also lines up with normative scholarship that defends the Court in the face of its purported “countermajoritarian difficulty” by arguing that the Court actually does follow majority preferences most of the time. \textit{Barry Friedman, The Will of the People: How Public Opinion Has Influenced the Supreme Court and Shaped the Meaning of the Constitution} (2009).
\item 50. Caldeira & Gibson, \textit{supra} note 38, at 657; see also Robert H. Durr, Andrew D. Martin & Christina Wolbrecht, \textit{Ideological Divergence and Public Support for the Supreme Court}, 44 AM. J. POL. SCI. 768, 774 (2000) (finding that public support the Court does respond to evaluation of outcomes, but that “the impact of temporary shocks is relatively short-lived”).
\item 51. Scheb & Lyons, \textit{supra} note 7, at 929.
\item 52. Chief Justice John Roberts appeared to promote such a mechanistic view of the Court’s work during his confirmation hearing when he famously analogized the role of a judge to a baseball umpire. Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination of John G. Roberts, Jr. to be Chief Justice of the United States, Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 109th Cong. 55–56 (2005).
\item 53. Baird, \textit{supra} note 49.
\end{itemize}
policy preferences of the Justices to play a role in difficult cases.\textsuperscript{55} This more nuanced view would be robust to the widely available and well-publicized evidence that—at least some of the time—Justices’ ideological views predict their decisions.\textsuperscript{56} Holders of this view might accept decisions that they disagree with because they respect the Justices’ decision-making process.

Both the myth-of- legality hypothesis and the related, more realistic view are grounded in the judicial nature of the Court. It is the association of the Court with judicial forms of decision making (either legalistic or principled) that provide it with enhanced prestige. Of course, purported mode of decision making is not the only characteristic that separates courts from legislatures or bureaucracies. Other differences include case-by-case adjudication and the various procedural protections that are unique to courts—these too could play a role in generating acceptance with judicial decisions.\textsuperscript{57} Although it may be difficult to tease out which of the many distinguishing characteristics of courts contribute most to institutional legitimacy, the more general point is that whatever institutional prestige the Court enjoys is derived from the judicial characteristics that it manifests.

In addition to what we might call these functional characteristics of courts are the symbols that differentiate courts from other decision-making bodies.\textsuperscript{58} In particular, the “pageantry of judicial symbols”—which includes “the robes of judges, the honorific forms of address, and the temple-like buildings”—may play a role in activating a positive frame that reminds people of their latent favorable view toward courts.\textsuperscript{59} Professors James Gibson, Gregory Caldeira, and Lester Spence refer to this effect as \textit{positivity bias} and argue that judicial symbols function in this

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{56} In recent research, Professors James Gibson and Michael Nelson distinguish between “ideological versus ‘ politicized’” judicial decision making and “find that it is the latter that constitutes the gravest threat to the Court’s legitimacy.” James L. Gibson & Michael J. Nelson, \textit{Reconsidering Positivity Theory: What Roles do Politicization, Ideological Disagreement, and Legal Realism Play in Shaping U.S. Supreme Court Legitimacy?}, 14 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 592, 595 (2017). \textit{See generally Jeffrey A. Segal & Harold J. Spaeth, \textit{The Supreme Court and the Attitudinal Model Revisited} (2002) (testing predictive power of ideological disposition for the behavior of Supreme Court Justices).}
\item \textsuperscript{58} A focus on the interaction of symbols and court legitimacy has long interested scholars of the Court. \textit{See Gregory Casey, \textit{The Supreme Court and Myth: An Empirical Investigation}, 8 LAW & SOC. REV. 385, 387 (1974) (citing Murray Edelman, \textit{The Symbolic Uses of Politics} (1967)) (“Symbols can elevate the institution, setting it up as special, remote from ordinary skills and practices, difficult to check against daily experience, and unapproachable by the common man.”).}
\item \textsuperscript{59} Gibson et al., \textit{supra} note 8, at 838, 842.
\end{itemize}
way by signaling the difference between courts and other, less-favorably perceived official decision makers, such as Congress or agency bureaucrats.  

Relatively little empirical work has been done to assess the importance of judicial symbols in affecting perceptions of the Court. One recent study by Professors James Gibson, Milton Lodge, and Benjamin Woodson examines how exposure to judicial symbols affects the level of support given to the Court and willingness to challenge the Court’s rulings. In the study, one participant group was exposed to judicial symbols—a gavel, the Supreme Court courthouse, and the Justices in their robes—while the other was not, and a survey elicited information about their responses to various judicial rulings. In general, they found that exposure to these symbols enhanced levels of support, especially for those with relatively less prior awareness of the Court.

At the margins, it may be difficult to distinguish between functional and symbolic characteristics of courts. In their initial study, Gibson, Lodge, and Woodson focus on judicial symbols that have a fairly high degree of “pageantry.” To the extent there can be a purely symbolic feature of the judicial role, robe-wearing and gavel-wielding seem like strong candidates. But it is possible that other characteristics of the Court that are more functional in nature could similarly trigger a positivity bias. For example, perhaps the ritual of oral argument serves a similar, positivity bias-triggering function, while at the same time (at least potentially) affecting substantive outcomes.

One of the most obvious distinguishing characteristics of courts is the form of the textual outputs through which their power is exercised and expressed. Judicial opinions are quite different from other textual manifestations of lawmaking, such as the statutes adopted by legislatures or the regulations promulgated by administrative agencies. Statutes and regulations take the form of more or less clearly stated rules, whereas opinions consist of narrative explanations for a decision in a particular case. Indeed, one of the great challenges of the first year of law school is learning to decipher judicial opinions to extract the legal principles and rules that are coded within them. The practice of issuing judicial opinions is among the most recognizable defining features of courts—especially appellate courts.

Opinions may play both a functional and a symbolic role. Functionally, the need to issue a justificatory opinion that is released to the public and subject to praise or criticism may influence decisions in individual cases. This effect may be
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66. Cf. Scott Turow, One L 31 (2d ed. 1988) (noting sensation for law student that reading judicial opinions is akin to “stirring concrete with [one’s] eyelashes”).
particularly powerful if there are strong conventions about appropriate and inappropriate justifications that are backed by some sanction (even if only reputational) or internalized by judges themselves. Symbolically, judicial opinions may serve a role similar to robes or gavels by signaling courts’ separation from the political branches. Professor Michael Wells argues that the Justices take this symbolic effect seriously during opinion drafting by structuring their rhetoric to satisfy public expectations rather than offering a candid explanation for the Court’s decisions.

Whether the practice of issuing recognizably judicial opinions actually reinforces the legitimacy of the Court, and if so what characteristics of opinions are responsible for that effect, are, of course, empirical questions. In a recent study, Professor Dion Farganis makes a start at addressing the question in an experimental setting by examining how exposure to different simulated Supreme Court opinions affect support for the institution among participants. For the study, Farganis created three simulated judicial opinions on the question of state bans on same-sex marriage. The simulated opinions had the same outcome (upholding the bans), but differed in the supporting justification offered: one opinion relied on legal arguments; one relied on public-opinion polls; and one relied on religious texts. When later asked a series of questions meant to elicit their institutional support for the Court, participants who were exposed to the opinions containing the legal arguments reported higher levels of support than the participants exposed to the opinions that relied on opinion polls or religious texts. Although reliance on non-legal arguments did not entirely undermine support for the Court, there was a statistically significant and meaningful relationship between the content of the opinions and participants’ later views about the Court as an institution.

The Farganis study takes a coarse-grained approach by generating simulated opinions that fall fairly far outside the norm and by testing the effect on support for the Court of one-off exposure to such unusual opinions. While the findings are evocative, they tell us relatively little about how smaller departures from the standard form of judicial opinions might affect the Court’s legitimacy over time.

67. The question of whether, and how, law constrains judges is the subject of significant scholarly debate in law and political science. See generally Barry Friedman & Andrew Martin, Looking for Law in All the Wrong Places: Some Suggestions for Modeling Legal Decision-making, in WHAT’S LAW GOT TO DO WITH IT? WHAT JUDGES DO, WHY THEY DO IT, AND WHAT’S AT STAKE 143 (Charles Gardner Geyh ed., 2011) (reviewing relevant literature and offering a model in which law “channels” judicial decisions rather than dictates them).
69. Wells, supra note 38 (arguing that the Court’s need to conform to conventional expectations of judicial opinions undermines its ability to be candid).
71. Id. at 208.
72. Id. at 210–12.
73. Id. at 210.
Indeed, in a follow-up study, Professor Chris Bonneau and colleagues used a similar experimental design to test whether the inclusion of non-legal arguments in addition to legal arguments resulted in a decline in institutional support, and found that extra-legal arguments resulted in no appreciable difference.  At the very least, the Bonneau study indicates that these effects may be sensitive to small changes, and that where they do exist, they may only be perceptible over longer time horizons. Nevertheless, coupled with more general research on judicial symbolism, the existing state of relevant research raises the interesting prospect that the practice of exercising power by issuing documents that are recognizable as judicial opinions plays a legitimating role for the Court.

If issuing judicial opinions helps trigger support in part by demarcating the Court as a judicial institution rather than a political one, the ability to do so would be bound up with how well the Court’s opinions conform to public expectations of the form more generally. By analogy, one might imagine a similar situation for the Justices’ attire, with the symbolism most powerful in the case of an archetypical judicial robe and with diminishing effect as the garment becomes less robe-like and takes on characteristics of other garments such as the standard business suit associated with corporate managers or politicians. Similarly, it is possible to imagine an archetypical judicial opinion on the one hand, and on the other the kind of text that might be read from the floor of the Senate or published in the Federal Register. To the extent that the Court issues documents that read like judicial opinions, those documents effectively serve the symbolic function of separating the Court from other institutions. If opinions read more like floor speeches or regulatory preambles, they are less likely to have that effect.

The judicial opinion, then, can be thought of as a legitimating genre. By conforming to the norms and conventions of that genre, the Court marks itself as a non-political institution and in doing so triggers positive associations in the relevant public that reinforce feelings of support, even for that portion of the public that might disagree with a specific decision. Judicial opinions work alongside other functional and symbolic characteristics to generate a cumulative signal that separates the Court from the political branches in the public mind. Collectively, these defining features of the Court allow it to be deeply involved in contested political and social questions, while maintaining a level of support far above the other organs of government that are engaged in policymaking on similarly controversial issues.

One objection to including judicial opinions alongside other symbolic markers is that the general public is not exposed to opinions because few people actually read them. There are several possible responses to this objection. First, a substantial number of people may read at least portions of some judicial opinions, especially in very high-profile cases. Although it is certainly the case that the group of opinion readers does not make up a majority of Americans, the minority who do have some exposure to these opinions is not de minimis. Second, the people who

75. See id. at 357 (noting that “it is important to note that our study is unable to observe longitudinal effects”).
read opinions tend to be a highly educated and relatively influential group that includes leaders in government, academics, practicing lawyers, and media-content producers (e.g., journalists, bloggers, television producers, and opinion-piece writers). Finally, Americans can interact with judicial opinions secondhand, and are exposed to characterizations of the Court’s work or short snippets of quoted language. For these reasons, the opinions of the Court cannot be thought of as esoteric texts with a highly limited audience and few effects on broader perceptions of the Court. Rather, they have sufficiently far reach such that they can, at least in theory, have an important legitimizing (or delegitimizing) effect.

B. Defining Distinctiveness from the Ground Up

The preceding section offers motivation for the work described in the remainder of this Article. Based on existing social-science research, there is reason to suspect that judicial symbols associated with the Court have some influence on its institutional legitimacy. The exact set of symbols that function in this way and how they contribute to or detract from public support remain open areas of inquiry. However, based on research into other judicial symbols, as well as the limited amount of research carried out on the effect of opinion characteristics on support for the Court, there is some evidence that opinions contribute to diffuse support by marking the Court as a judicial institution that is separate and different from the political branches. If this is the case, then Court opinions that conform to the norms and conventions of the broader judicial genre are likely to more effectively trigger those positive associations.

Determining how well the Court’s opinions conform to genre conventions poses some thorny challenges. To understand whether, as a matter of ground truth, the texts issued by the U.S. Supreme Court are judicial opinions—either empirically, normatively, or aesthetically—would require some more general account of how correct genre categorizations can be made. These questions have interested (and vexed) scholars in a variety of fields for some time. The concept of genre and its applications has implications for cultural studies and humanities disciplines across a variety of domains, including literature, music, and art, and has accordingly been much discussed within those fields. The more general study of categories and categorizations extends at least as far back as Aristotle, and has given rise to a sophisticated branch of analytic philosophy that puzzles over, for example, the ontological status of categories.

For our purposes, we can take a functional approach to genre that sidesteps many of these deeper questions. As described above, the genre of judicial opinions functions as a legitimating symbol by differentiating the issuing authority as a court, as opposed to a political body, such as a legislature or executive branch department.

77. See generally FISHELOV, supra note 10; ALTMAN, supra note 10.
The relevant features of the genre are those that trigger associations with the judicial (as opposed to political) exercise of power. The concept of genre stands in for a sociological effect in which exposure to judicial opinions increases diffuse support for the decision-making body.

At a high level of generality, this functional account allows theories about the sources of judicial legitimacy to be used to derive the genre’s characteristics. This is the approach taken by Farganis. He begins with a theory about what separates judicial from non-judicial bodies in the public mind. From there, he uses that theory to generate the hypothesis that legal reasoning, as opposed to opinion polling or religious sentiment, is a relevant genre characteristic (although he does not use the term genre). The study finds that use of legal reasoning does appear to enhance institutional support; meaning that it is a strong candidate for inclusion as a genre convention. Building on this methodology, it might be possible to develop a more comprehensive account of the genre’s defining characteristics.

Although there is value in this approach, there are some important limitations. Naturally, theories about the underlying sources of the Court’s legitimacy are controversial, and drawing inferences from the theory to genre characteristics will be difficult at any but a very coarse level. In addition, some genre characteristics may have different symbolic meanings for different audiences; for example, legal experts may respond very differently to how arguments are presented than lay readers. The meaning of opinion characteristics may also change over time; for example, what read as appropriately neutral in the past may now strike readers as formalistic and baroque.

We take an alternative tack, using as our starting place a less controversial judgment about the members of the class of judicial opinions. Starting with a body of documents, we then examine whether the Court’s opinions are distinguishable based on their semantic content, without imposing a theory about what is a relevant characteristic. The more general theory in support of this approach is that it is the judicial characteristic of opinions that generates their symbolic value. Conversely, if the Court’s opinions are categorically distinct from other judicial opinions, then

79. Farganis’s hypothesis is grounded in something like the myth-of-legality theory of the Court’s legitimacy. Farganis, supra note 70, at 207.
80. Id. at 210–12.
81. Altman is critical of an approach to genre theory that “reduce[s] the notion of genre to a corpus of texts” and urges instead “treat[ing] genre as a complex situation, a concatenated series of events regularly repeated according to a recognizable pattern.” Altman, supra note 10, at 84. For Altman’s purposes, which are focused in part on the construction of (film) genre by different social actors, his criticism may have some force. We are less interested in whether anyone construes the opinions of the Supreme Court as occupying a distinct genre. Instead, we are using the concept of genre to capture the idea of distinctiveness of categories of texts within a corpus. The thinner concept of genre that we apply here is sufficient for our purposes and is not meant to contradict or undermine a thicker conception in which commentary outside of the corpus itself is part of a social process of constructing genre. Indeed, this thicker concept of genre may apply to the Supreme Court’s opinions, if journalists or academics systematically read them under a different set of conventions and expectations than other judicial opinions.
their symbolic value is attenuated and they will have, at least potentially, less of a legitimacy-enhancing effect.

Our approach can be illustrated through a simple thought experiment. Imagine a hypothetical law student, walking the corridors of a law library. This law student notices on the floor a few pages torn out of the previous year’s Federal Reporter. The document lacks information identifying the authoring court. The student tries to guess whether the opinion was written by the Supreme Court or an appellate court. How likely would the student have been to correctly guess the authoring court?

In engaging in this classification task, the (rational) law student should take account of the background probability of randomly drawing a Supreme Court case (perhaps the pages are found between bookshelves filled roughly equally with Supreme Court and appellate court reporters). The student should then update that probability estimate based on evidence drawn from the opinion. If the case dealt primarily with the First Amendment, the student might revise the probability upward based on the higher relative frequency of First Amendment cases in the Supreme Court. If the case dealt with state-law issues, the student might revise the probability downward to reflect the fact that Supreme Court cases that primarily interpret state law are fairly rare. If the opinion reached for a quotable phrase, or overtly invoked moral or political values, perhaps the student would lean toward attributing the case to the Supreme Court.

Whatever the reasoning capacity of our student, his or her ability to guess correctly will be related to the distinctiveness of Supreme Court opinions. At one extreme, if Supreme Court opinions were written in Latin while appellate court opinions were written in Greek, the classification task would be trivial. At the other, if the Supreme Court’s docket were selected at random from all appellate court cases, and the Justices employed similar reasoning and writing styles to appellate court judges, it would be extremely difficult to improve on the prior probability estimate based purely on background frequency. If it is relatively easy to distinguish Supreme Court opinions, then on our measure, they depart from the more general genre of judicial opinions, which is defined according to the baseline corpus of appellate opinions.

Taken statically, it would be very difficult to interpret findings of distinctiveness or ease of classification, other than to note departure from pure chance. But a dynamic understanding allows for comparison between time periods. If our hypothetical student is better able to classify cases from 2004 than cases from 1954, it is fair to infer that the Supreme Court has grown more distinctive over time. This conclusion does not necessarily imply that the appellate courts have remained steady while the Supreme Court has veered off in uncharted territory. But it does mean that the Supreme Court has become more distinctive relative to the appellate courts.

Carrying out this experiment in real life by presenting students with randomly generated snippets of text and asking them to classify the documents would pose substantial technical and logistical challenges. First, it would require recruiting a team of students to read a very large number of cases, which would substantially increase the cost of the project. Students might also perform this task
differently from each other, focusing on various features of cases and coming to the task with more or less exposure to the law and insight into differences between the institutions. Intuition and gut instinct would likely play a role in ways that would make it difficult to articulate reasons why some cases appeared more Supreme Court like than others. 82

To avoid these problems, we employ a principled application of statistical, computational text analysis called topic modeling. Topic modeling is used to estimate the relative weight in an opinion text that is paid to a probability distribution of reliably co-occurring and typically semantically related words (referred to as topics). 83 These topics are determined from the corpus in the way described below. 84 This analysis is applied to three sets of documents: all opinions published in the Federal Reporters during the study period, the subset of those opinions associated with cases that were selected by the Supreme Court for review, and the subset of those opinions that were published in the U.S. Reports (i.e., Supreme Court opinions). The data generated by the topic model substantially reduces the number of dimensions needed to characterize the semantic content of cases, allowing us to engage in useful statistical analysis.

There are several advantages to the topic-model approach used here compared to conventional methods. Topic modeling allows us to analyze all of the text in a very large number of published federal court cases, a task that would be infeasible for human readers. 85 There are also two advantages of topic modeling compared to existing data sources, such as the Supreme Court Database (“SCDB”). 86 First, compared to human-coded categories, we deploy a relatively large number of topics, allowing a fine-grained estimate of the subject matter found in the text of opinions. Perhaps more important, topic models can decompose documents into weighted distributions, rather than lists, of the topics that they contain. This enables a more detailed, quantitative case comparison that is more closely linked to the actual text, because the relative weight that cases afford to a subject can be systematically and objectively estimated. Finally, compared to simple word-frequency measures, topic models are better able to capture semantically significant features of words, and they reduce the risk of accentuating trivial differences in the classification task.

This approach of defining the genre from the ground up (from the observed documents), rather than from the top down (based on a theory of judicial legitimacy), has some useful advantages. Perhaps most important is that it allows for a comprehensive approach that captures a broad array of semantic characteristics. The
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alternative is highly targeted, but creates the risk of missing important characteristics that fall outside the theory. By defining the genre with respect to a class of documents, rather than a set of characteristics that are generated \textit{ex ante}, our approach remains open to unanticipated features of the genre.

A downside of our approach is that it creates the possibility of identifying distinctions without differences. So long as Supreme Court opinions fall within the genre of judicial opinions in relevant ways, small variations that allow an observer to correctly categorize those opinions may not be important for the Court’s legitimacy. The Court’s opinions could, in principle, carry out their symbolic function even if they are distinguishable. Because our approach allows a large degree of freedom to identify semantic differences, it is possible that some sham distinctions will emerge that do not connect, in important ways, with genre characteristics with genuine functional value.

We address this potential problem in two ways. First, by using a topic-model approach, we reduce the dimensionality of the corpus—effectively zooming out from individual words and focusing on broader subject-matter categories. This reduces the risk that unimportant individual words or semantic oddities associated with a single writer would skew the analysis. Second, we engage in a close reading of a selected group of opinions to determine if the quantitative differences that we identify seem to capture relevant characteristics that plausibly bear on the legitimacy-enhancing function of the judicial genre. We believe that use of the topic model, together with the qualitative analysis, substantially reduces the risk of focusing on sham distinctions. It is also worth noting that our analysis can be used as a rich source of hypotheses concerning genre characteristics that could be tested in an experimental setting akin to the Farganis study.

\textbf{C. Sources of Difference}

There are two basic mechanisms through which the opinions of the Court may come to be systematically different from those of the appellate courts that it supervises: the certiorari process and the process of opinion drafting. This Section discusses prior scholarship on these two sources of difference and examines their potential to contribute to the distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions.

The hierarchical structure of the judiciary generates a vast winnowing of cases and issues before they reach the pages of the U.S. Reports. Each year, roughly one million cases are filed in federal courts.\footnote{87. Federal Judicial Center, \textit{The Federal Courts and What They Do} 6, \url{http://www.fjc.gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/FCItsWhat.pdf/$file/FCItsWhat.pdf} (last visited Jan. 15, 2017). A substantial portion (80\%) of federal cases are bankruptcy filings. \textit{Id}.} In reporting year 2012, there were 35,302 federal appeals terminated on the merits, disposing of a number of cases roughly equivalent to 10\% of the non-bankruptcy filings in the federal court.\footnote{88. ADMIN. OFF. OF THE U.S. CTS., ANN. REP. OF THE DIRECTOR: JUD. BUS. OF THE U.S. CTS., tbl. B-5 (2013). This figure does not include the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.} The vast majority of these appellate dispositions were not accompanied by a published
opinion.\textsuperscript{89} From this pool, several thousands of petitions for certiorari were submitted, with the Court granting just over 100.\textsuperscript{90} The Court’s control over its docket allows it substantial ability to influence its own agenda. In one study, Professor Richard Pacelle examined how the Court apportioned its “agenda space” among 14 policy areas and identified rough eras between 1933 and 1988 during which, in turn, economics, federalism, regulation, and civil liberties dominated the Court’s agenda.\textsuperscript{91} The Court’s choice of cases also appears to influence the composition of cases in the lower courts by affecting litigant behavior about what cases to bring and appeal.\textsuperscript{92}

Given the consequences of the Court’s certiorari jurisdiction, it is not surprising that it has long been a subject of study by social scientists and academic lawyers.\textsuperscript{93} Each step of the process has been investigated to some degree. At the petitioning stage, scholars have examined the effects of litigants’ choices of whether to petition on the pool of cases before the Court\textsuperscript{94} and have investigated the Court’s ability to signal to the pool of potential petitioners the cases that it would like to hear.\textsuperscript{95} Professors Ryan Black and Christina Boyd examine the influence of judicial clerks when making initial recommendations on cases to be granted certiorari.\textsuperscript{96} A number of theories have been advanced concerning how the Justices themselves make decisions about which petitions to grant, including a theory that posits that they seek to correct errors in the lower courts;\textsuperscript{97} that they act strategically, voting to grant certiorari when they believe that they would be successful at the merits stage;\textsuperscript{98}
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and that the Justices focus on “cues” from external actors that indicate public policy salience or lower court errors. The influence of actors outside of the Court has also been subject to scrutiny. Certiorari is more likely to be granted when the United States is a petitioner. Even when the government is not a litigant, the Solicitor General is frequently consulted by the Court over certiorari decisions and appears to have substantial influence. The presence of amicus supporters and opponents increases the likelihood of a grant of certiorari. Litigant characteristics also appear to have an effect, with the participation of the “obscenity bar” increasing the rate of certiorari grants in relevant cases, while self-represented litigants are unlikely to be heard. Congress also appears to influence the decisions that are taken up by the Court.

Based on this prior work, Professors Jeff Yates, Damon Cann, and Brent Boyea conclude that “[a] wealth of judicial politics literature suggests that [J]ustices have an interest in taking on cases that are salient, resolve important legal conflicts, and, in fact, do map well onto [J]ustices’ distinct ideological preferences.” Because the Court’s docket differs in systematic ways from the general pool of appellate cases, we should expect that the opinions the Court issues will naturally reflect that emphasis.

There are certainly normative arguments to be made that the Court should use its certiorari jurisdiction not only to correct errors in the lower courts or remedy
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disunity between the circuits, both of which might arise randomly, but also to allocate its limited time to relatively more pressing legal questions. If the Court’s opinions are distinctive merely because they tend to focus on more important matters, perhaps that distinctiveness is not legitimacy-threatening, in which case the relevant genre conventions would bear primarily on how cases are discussed rather than the presence or absence of specific legal issues.

Alternatively, it is possible that certiorari selects cases that are more controversial or less amenable to being discussed within the confines of the genre. If this is the case, then the operation of the case selection process might ultimately affect the judicial character of the Court’s opinions. Because of these two countervailing possibilities, it is difficult to say a priori the degree to which differences that arise from the certiorari process make the Court’s opinions less recognizably judicial.

The second mechanism that could lead to differences between the Court’s opinions and those of the appellate courts is the opinion-drafting process. Once certiorari has been granted, a case typically proceeds through merits briefing and oral argument, followed by drafting and editing. During the drafting phase, versions of the majority opinion, and any concurrences or dissents, are circulated within the Court, spurring additional deliberations, occasional vote-shifting, and redrafting and editing. All of these internal operations are governed by both formal rules and entrenched conventions. Most distinctly from the lower appellate courts, the Court always sits as a whole rather than in panels. This means that opinions serve as part of a running conversation between the Justices that has the potential to create a unique culture, especially during a period when the Court’s membership is relatively stable.

There are many ways that the drafting process could lead to the Court producing opinions that are distinct from the appellate courts, even holding the underlying cases constant. The Court has considerable leeway to decide which of

---
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the legal questions presented in those cases to explore or emphasize.\footnote{111} When the Court grants certiorari, it frequently limits its review to specific questions. The process of bargaining may give special influence to swing Justices, who exercise considerable pressure on case outcomes and who may have quirky preferences.\footnote{112} The authors of majority opinions and the majority-coalition members may also have some ability to shape opinions for the Court, inserting their own perspectives or pet language.\footnote{113} And, of course, Justices have wide leeway when authoring dissenting or concurring opinions to say what they want.\footnote{114}

During this process, the Justices face different incentives than lower-court judges because their decisions cannot be appealed and will serve as the final word on the legal questions that they decide. Justices may, accordingly, be freer in their language or view themselves as addressing a broader public or posterity. For example, when discussing a case concerning prayer in school, the Court may focus on first principles concerning the underlying values protected by the Establishment Clause while appellate courts may tend to focus instead on prior precedent or procedural elements of the case. The Justices may also make different choices in the


\footnote{113} See Cliff Carrubba et al., \textit{Who Controls the Content of Supreme Court Opinions?}, 56 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 400, 409 (2012) (majority coalition affects content); Chris W. Bonneau et al., \textit{Agenda Control, the Median Justice, and the Majority Opinion on the U.S. Supreme Court}, 51 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 890, 903 (2007); Jeffrey R. Lax & Charles M. Cameron, \textit{Bargaining and Opinion Assignment on the U.S. Supreme Court}, 23 J.L. Econ. & Org. 296–97 (2007). Different Justices may also have influence over different portions of the majority opinions. See James Kuhn, Matthew E.K. Hall & Kristen Macher, \textit{Holding versus Dicta: Divided Control of Opinion Content on the U.S. Supreme Court}, 70 Pol. Res. Q. 257, 265 (2017) (finding that median Justices tend to influence holdings, while majority-opinion authors influence dicta).

language that they use, perhaps deploying certain rhetorical moves, such as personal anecdotes, metaphor, humor, or colloquialisms, that are less common in the lower courts. The nomination and confirmation process may also select for certain characteristics, such as partisan identification or flair with a pithy turn of phrase, that leave residual traces.

Given the unique processes employed by the Court, the distinctive nature of the Court’s role, the audience that it addresses, and the peculiar nature of the Justices’ bargaining, drafting, and editing processes, it would not be surprising if the types of reasoning or the language used in the Court’s opinions differ from those that are used in appellate court opinions, even when the set of legal issues is the same. Some of these differences may enhance the prestige of the Court—for example, the Justices might systematically employ clearer or more persuasive writing than judges on the lower courts. However, under the theory of a legitimacy-enhancing judicial genre, the presence of identifiable differences would generally be problematic. Although individual Justices may even be correct that, in specific instances, their goals may be best promoted by deploying distinctive modes of analysis or non-judicial writing styles, over time consistent violations of genre conventions run a risk of negative legitimacy consequences.

II. TOPIC MODELING OPINIONS

Although there has been considerable quantitative analysis of the Court’s behavior, focusing especially on how Justices “vote” in individual cases, quantitative analysis of the Court’s opinions at any but the highest level of generality has, to date, been limited. Such analyses have historically depended on human researchers who code content, an expensive methodology to deploy. In this Part, we introduce topic modeling, a machine substitute for human coding that allows for a tractable means of translating the semantic content of texts into a form that is amenable to quantitative analysis. We then discuss the data that form the basis for our analysis and report the topics generated by our model and the results of several tests of how well the topic model performs in capturing relevant semantic features of the corpus under review.

A. Topic Models

There has been increasing interest in applying computational text-analysis tools to law. Recent advances in computational text analysis extend the use of simple word frequencies as representations of textual documents to sophisticated statistical models capable of drawing out relevant features of large collections of documents. These new approaches include a class of techniques referred to as topic
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models, which have proven especially useful to scholars in both the social sciences and humanities. The ability of topic models to quantitatively capture semantic features of very large corpora of legal documents has substantial potential to aid the work of empirical legal scholars in many domains. This Section introduces topic modeling and provides an overview of the outputs generated by this tool.

Raw word frequencies can provide a foundation for an efficient, if crude, measurement of similarity between two texts that can be used to suggest related documents and rank search results. A raw word frequency is simply a list of all words in a document along with a count of their occurrence. This information can be subjected to additional manipulation to draw out relevant characteristics within texts. For example, a simple weighted variation of word frequency calculates the term frequency-inverse document frequency (“tf-idf”). The tf-idf measure places relatively less weight on words that are very common within the corpus. This measure, and variants of it, was among the earliest effective sources of textual similarity metrics used in search engines to estimate the relevance of a document for a user query and formed the foundation of early document retrieval applications.

However, simple word frequencies, even if intelligently weighted, can still suffer from several drawbacks. For example, they are notoriously poor at disambiguating multiple meanings (e.g., “flag” as an emblem and “flag” as meaning “to distinguish”) so that two texts that are similar in terms of word frequencies could still be quite different in terms of content. They also do not provide useful information about a text’s membership in broader, more familiar categories (e.g., “cases concerning the First Amendment”).

A topic model offers one means of recovering accurate approximations of these higher-level categorizations without the expense (in time and resources) of hand coding. Given a textual corpus, a topic model produces topics, which in the technical topic-modeling sense are probability distributions over a vocabulary, where each word in the vocabulary is assigned a non-negative weight such that all weights sum to one. Each document is in turn summarized as a probability distribution over the topics. The highest-weighted words within a topic provide a sense of the subject matter that the distribution represents. For example, in Topic 14 generated by our model, the words “estate, trust, death, property, descendent, wife, property” provide a sense of the subject matter that the distribution represents.
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interest” are weighted highly, which led us to hand label that topic as trusts and estates. Thus, the representation of a given document as a distribution over topics summarizes the document as weighted mixtures of intuitively understood themes.

These distributions—both of the topics and the words they contain—are produced as the best fit to an underlying generative probabilistic model for the observed simple-word frequencies. The canonical topic model is a latent Dirichlet allocation (“LDA”) mixed-membership model. The LDA model posits some number of topics, which are distributions over the vocabulary, that account for all words observed in a corpus according to the following generative story: for each document in the corpus, a set of topic proportions (or “shares”) is drawn from a global probability distribution; then, each word in the document is drawn from a topic distribution in which the topic distribution in question is selected according to the document-specific set of proportions.

Topic models are often fit using an iterative algorithm known as variational approximation or by using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (“MCMC”) approach. In the case of the topic model, the parameters of interest are typically restricted to the topic-word distributions describing the association between topics and words, and the document-topic distributions that describe for each document the probability of finding words associated with each topic. The particular variant of MCMC used in our analysis is called a Gibbs sampler, which makes drawing samples from a high-dimensional posterior distribution tractable by considering a sequence of conditional distributions of smaller subsets of the parameters.

---

122. Topics are generally hand labeled.

123. The Dirichlet distribution is a family of continuous multivariate probability distributions commonly used as prior distributions in Bayesian statistics included in mixture models. Mixed-membership models are a statistical framework in which groups are modeled as mixture over a shared overarching structure. Edoardo M. Airoldi et al., Mixed Membership Stochastic Blockmodels, 9 J. MACHINE LEARNING RES. 2008 (2008); Elena A. Erosheva, Stephen E. Fienberg & John Lafferty, Mixed-Membership Models of Scientific Publications, 101 PROC. NAT. ACAD. SCI. 5220, 5220 (2004). For our purposes, documents are the groups (of words), with the topics as the shared overarching structure.


125. A useful reference point for understanding the inferential machinery of topic models is the ideal point model of Supreme Court justices’ votes developed by Martin and Quinn. Cf. Andrew D. Martin & Kevin M. Quinn, Dynamic Ideal Point Estimation via Markov Chain Monte Carlo for the U.S. Supreme Court, 1953–1999, 10 POL. ANALYSIS 134, 152 (2002). Both topic models and ideal point models are Bayesian models, which use the strategy of latent variable augmentation to facilitate inference and make use of MCMC to estimate model parameters. The ideal point model confronts the challenge of translating from a continuous space (the embedding of the ideal points) to a discrete space of observed votes. In the case of the topic model, the underlying continuous space is the probability structure, and the discrete space is the observed space of word frequencies.

A primary advantage of the LDA topic model over earlier word-frequency approaches is that it accounts for probability of word co-occurrence, which helps to uncover characteristics of context. The LDA topic model also allows for the radical reduction in the dimensionality needed to describe documents within a corpus. A given group of documents may contain tens of thousands of unique words. To represent documents as frequency distributions over those words requires vectors with an equal number of components. The number of topics generated by a topic model is much smaller, typically fewer than 500. In the present case, we fit the corpus with 100 topics. The parameters in the topic model that are of interest are the document-specific distributions over topics (i.e., the topic proportions) and the topic distributions themselves. The document-specific distributions have an interpretation as the proportion of words in a document that were generated by each topic. The topic distributions are distributions over words and are typically described in terms of words with the highest likelihood of having been sampled from the relevant distribution. The LDA model tends to group together semantically connected words (such as “child” and relevant uses of “minor”) and has been shown in practice to succeed where other word frequency-based representations fall short.  

While numerous incremental improvements to LDA topic modeling have emerged in the intervening years, the essence of the original model remains. The LDA topic model persists as a general industry standard for text analysis and serves, with minor variations, as a building block in more elaborate models of text data. More than a decade after the model’s introduction, researchers using topic models and closely related models may be found in almost every field where machine-readable text data is abundant. Topic models are now a familiar part of the methodological landscape in the human and social sciences, from political science to German studies.

B. Data and Topics

In the past, computational analysis of legal texts has been hampered by difficulties accessing the relevant data. Although judicial opinions are not copyrightable, the commercial databases that provide digital access to these opinions are protected by terms-of-use agreements. Public.Resource.Org, a
private, not-for-profit corporation, has created a publically accessible digital version of the Supreme Court and federal appellate court corpus based on the non-copyrightable information within the Westlaw database.\footnote{131} CourtListener, an effort within the Free Law Project, has augmented the information released by Public.Resource.Org and created a user-friendly interface that is accessible to the public. We relied on CourtListener as the source for all the texts of the Supreme Court and appellate court decisions.

The set of Supreme Court documents used in this study includes the opinions associated with all formally decided full-opinion cases as defined in the SCDB.\footnote{132} It covers the period between 1951 and 2007, inclusive. There are 7,528 documents in this set. The median document length for this set is 3,339 words. The set of appellate court documents used are all published opinions issued between 1951 and 2007, for a total of 289,550 documents. To reduce the computational burden of fitting the topic model, we randomly selected 25,000 documents from within the appellate court set. The number of randomly sampled opinions is large enough that we believe any parameter estimates discussed would be essentially unchanged were the number expanded.\footnote{133} In addition to the 25,000 randomly selected appellate court opinion documents, 4,180 appellate court documents that are associated with cases selected for review by the Supreme Court decisions are also included. In total there are 29,180 appellate court opinion documents.\footnote{134} The median decision length is 2,781 words.

To identify the set of cases that were selected for review by the Court, we gathered information from LexisNexis, which provides prior history and disposition

---

\footnote{131} This resource data has been used in prior studies of text usage in the federal courts and Supreme Court. See generally Daniel M. Katz et al., \textit{Legal N-Grams: A Simple Approach to Track the 'Evolution' of Legal Language,} \textit{in PROCEEDINGS OF JURIX 2011: THE 24TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS} (2011).
\footnote{132} Specifically, using the Supreme Court Database coding, we include decision types 1 (opinion of the Court, orally argued), 2 (per curium, no oral argument), 5 (equally divided vote), 6 (per curium, orally argued), and 7 (judgment of the Court, orally argued). We exclude decrees and seriatim opinions.
\footnote{133} Majority, dissenting, and concurring opinions are not treated separately. Rather, each document is made up of all of the opinions that were issued with respect to the disposition of a specific case.
\footnote{134} While the resulting corpus of appellate court decisions is biased in that it has more appellate court decisions which were referenced by Supreme Court decisions than is actually the case, this imbalance is unlikely to influence the estimation of the topic proportions associated with each case because these cases are a small percentage of the total cases in the corpus.
fields for Supreme Court decisions.\textsuperscript{135} Citations to federal appellate court decisions were identified by their Federal Reporter citation (either F.2d or F.3d). We verified the accuracy of the citations provided by LexisNexis by randomly sampling 50 decisions and manually checking the lower court citation. There are 724 decisions within our random sample of appellate court decisions that are associated with decisions in the Supreme Court corpus (i.e., appeals that were granted certiorari).

The vocabulary associated with the corpus comprises those words occurring at least 20 times in the entire Supreme Court corpus. There are 21,695 total words in the vocabulary. Some topic-model applications exclude function words (sometimes referred to as stop words) from the analyzed vocabulary.\textsuperscript{136} Our analysis retained all words in the vocabulary, subject to the minimum-appearance constraint.\textsuperscript{137}

The LDA topic model was introduced over a decade ago, and a substantial amount of work has improved on the basic framework.\textsuperscript{138} The more advanced variant that we use is a non-parametric topic model using the Pitman-Yor Process in place of the traditional Dirichlet distributions.\textsuperscript{139} Topic models are partially supervised in the sense that they require an initial choice of the number of topics. More recently developed topic models attempt to be invariant to a sufficiently large number of topics, such that for a given corpus and a given probabilistic model there is, at least in theory, a “natural” number of topics for a given probabilistic topic model. Under such an assumption, specifying an excessively large number of topics will simply result in a large number of “empty” topics, which are associated with a negligible percentage of words in the corpus. Although it is also possible to use a form of “model selection” to help guide the choice of number of topics, it is not always necessary depending on the analytic task at hand. For purposes of the current

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{135} The accuracy of the citations provided by LexisNexis was assessed by collecting a random sample of 100 Supreme Court cases and comparing the citations with those found by a manual check. All citations were accounted for.
  \item \textsuperscript{136} Function words include words such as is, as, of, though, and around. These words are frequently used in stylistic analysis of texts. See generally Carlson et al., supra note 12.
  \item \textsuperscript{137} As would be expected from Zipf’s law, word frequencies within the vocabulary are strongly right-skewed. Zipf’s law, named after linguist George Kingsley Zipf, conjectures that in natural language use the frequency of a word is inversely proportional to its rank. If true for a given corpus, then the second most common word will be used half as frequently as the first and the third most common word will be used half as much as the second (and a quarter as much as the first) and so on.
  \item \textsuperscript{138} Blei, Ng & Jordan, supra note 17, at 993.
  \item \textsuperscript{139} Wray L. Buntine & Swapnil Mishra, Experiments with Non-Parametric Topic Models, in PROCEEDINGS OF THE 20TH ACM SIGKDD INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY AND DATA MINING 881, 882 (2014). This non-parametric version preserves the core heuristic of LDA while performing considerably better on held-out prediction tasks. The \textit{hca} software we use is authored by Buntine and is open source. See Wray Buntine, \textit{hca} 0.63, MACHINE LEARNING OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE (Apr. 26, 2016), http://mloss.org/software/view/527/.
\end{itemize}
analysis, the number of topics is not central to our inquiry and so we select a convenience number of 100 topics, which is large enough to capture a great deal of the semantic variability of the corpus and small enough to make fitting the topic model computationally straightforward.

A complete list of the topics generated by the model is located in the appendix to this Article with the top words in each topic (i.e., the highest weighted words in the distribution) and the hand-coded topic labels. The top words for the first ten topics generated (the order in which topics appear is not meaningful) are presented in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>Top Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>labor</td>
<td>union board labor employees employer nrnb company bargaining relations national local act unfair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family</td>
<td>ms mrs did told husband time testified asked sexual home stated fact received mother daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elections</td>
<td>election political party candidates candidate campaign parties primary elections contributions ballot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narcotics</td>
<td>united drug cocaine government cir defendant conspiracy evidence drugs marijuana possession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immunity</td>
<td>immunity officers officer official police law county qualified officials city conduct rights liability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prisons</td>
<td>prison inmates inmate prisoner prisoners officials confinement conditions security jail amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procedure</td>
<td>motion district judgment appeal rule order filed summary party appeals judge final fed notice rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medical</td>
<td>dr medical hospital mental treatment health care patient drug expert patients physician condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>criminal</td>
<td>trial defendant plea guilty indictment united jeopardy criminal double prosecution government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insurance</td>
<td>insurance policy company insured coverage insurer life ins policies liability loss judgment mutual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

140. See Law, supra note 18, at 231–36 (drawing conclusions from model selection criteria).


142. Most of the topics produced by the modeling admitted relatively straightforward labeling because the collection of most highly weighted words suggested a clear legal theme. A few topics were a bit more difficult to interpret and defied thematic labeling. To have a small number of unlabeled topics is common and even expected.
The labeling was done through the application of professional expertise and is fairly straightforward, in part because the top words map nicely to intuitive legal categories.

C. Testing the Topic Model

Demonstrating that topic models succeed in capturing semantic features of texts is itself a continuing area of research, particularly because there is no shared definition of semantic features. Traditional statistical measures (e.g., the ability to predict words in new or unseen texts from the same corpus) provide a means to evaluate a topic model’s performance compared to previous approaches. But the capacity of a topic model to decompose a corpus into semantic themes or topics relies heavily on anecdotal testimony: many people observe that the inferred probability distributions over words (topics) tend to look like lists of semantically connected words. In addition to anecdotal evidence, a variety of indirect empirical tests involving human readers have been conducted. In these tests, readers’ classifications of texts are compared with the representation provided by the topic model, or the topics themselves are directly evaluated. The widespread use of topic models in research and industrial settings also offers some validation of their ability to produce parsimonious representations of large-text corpora.

The following discussion reports the results of two tests of how well the topic model we deploy captures relevant semantic characteristics of the Supreme Court and appellate court corpora. For this analysis, we first examine the general semantic fidelity of the topic model by examining how well topic distributions preserve information in the word frequencies for purposes of predicting hand-coded issue labels. Second, we examine whether the topic model is able to confirm several known features of the subject-matter distributions within Supreme Court and appellate court opinions.

One method of testing whether a topic model preserves information about the substantive issues found in opinions is by calculating what information about known classifications is lost when reducing a rich, high-dimensional representation of a corpus (i.e., word frequencies) to a low-dimensional summary (i.e., topic model). One method for calculating this loss considers how well a supervised classifier performs at the task of placing documents in appropriate categories when provided with either of the following: (1) the low-dimensional summary provided by the topic model; or (2) the high-dimensional data of word frequency counts.

This method of validation is only available in situations where exhaustive expert labels are provided. Fortunately, the SCDB provides such an exhaustive set of labels for the Supreme Court. The SCDB is the longest-running effort to use human researchers to collect metadata about Supreme Court decisions and opinions,

143. See, e.g., Jonathan Chang et al., Reading Tea Leaves: How Humans Interpret Topic Models, in 22 ADVANCES IN NEURAL INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS 288, 295 (Yoshua Bengio et al. eds., 2009).
144. This technique is used in Blei, Ng & Jordan, supra note 17.
and the data collected in the SCDB has been used in dozens of studies of the Court.\footnote{See Hall & Wright, supra note 116, at 69 n.24; Lee Epstein, Jack Knight & Andrew D. Martin, The Political (Science) Context of Judging, 47 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 783, 807 (2003).} We use the 14 issue-area labels used in the SCDB dataset (variable “issueArea”) as the reference categories and multi-class logistic regression as the classification algorithm. Classification accuracy is assessed using cross-validation; by turns 5% of the 7,503 Supreme Court decisions are “held out,” and the algorithm, given access to the remaining documents with the Spaeth labels, is asked to predict the labels. The classifier should, in theory, have an easier task at predicting the SCDB issue-area label using the original feature set (word frequencies of 21,695 unique words) than using a smaller set of topic shares. We find that the classifier is able to perform reasonably well using topic distributions alone, indicating that the topic model is capturing information that is highly relevant (in the sense of being predictively useful) to the expert issue-area classifications.\footnote{Using the word frequencies for the entire vocabulary of 21,695 words, the mean out-of-sample accuracy for the issue classification was 0.73 (with a standard deviation of 0.05). Accuracy is calculated as the sum of true positives and true negatives, divided by total cases. What this means is that, with word count information for each Supreme Court opinion, the classification algorithm is able to successfully predict the issue category labels from the SCDB 73% of the time. This value is the mean of the distribution over many runs of training a logistic classifier and testing it on out of sample values. Using the topic proportions alone, which is only 100 rather than 21,695 variables, the mean accuracy of the classifier was 0.70—it turns out that very little information was lost, at least from the perspective of correctly predicting issue categories. Appendix Figure 1 illustrates this result.}

For a second test, we examine how well the model can capture the semantic similarity between pairs of Supreme Court opinions and appellate court opinions associated with the same case. For our measure of similarity, we rely on the symmetrized form of Kullback-Leibler (“KL”) divergence, a common measure of the difference between two probability distributions.\footnote{See Hughes et al., supra note 15, at 7683; Carlson et al., supra note 12, at 1485. Following convention, we use the symmetrized version of KL divergence that is the average of the KL divergences of opinion A with respect to opinion B and opinion B with respect to opinion A. Hereinafter, when we refer to using the KL divergence we mean in this symmetrized form.} The procedure that we used for this test is as follows. For a given Supreme Court opinion, we identified the matching appellate court decision. We then calculated the KL divergence between the topic shares of the related opinion texts. For that same Supreme Court document, we then randomly drew 10,000 appellate-court-opinion documents with replacement and calculated the KL divergence between those opinions and the Supreme Court opinion. We then calculated the mean and standard deviation for the randomly generated distribution of divergences and estimated the likelihood that the divergence for the matched pair would have been randomly generated. Finally, we constructed a distribution of p-values derived by performing this test for each Supreme Court opinion with its matching appellate court opinion. The mean p-value is 0.03, indicating that we can safely reject the hypothesis that the topic shares associated with Supreme Court decisions are no more similar to the appellate court.
decisions being reviewed than to randomly selected decisions.\textsuperscript{149} Given the background fact that the semantic content of Supreme Court opinions will be relatively more similar to the appellate opinion associated with the relevant case under review than a randomly drawn appellate court opinion, our result provides confidence that the topic model is successful at capturing relevant semantic characteristics of both cases selected for review and the accompanying Supreme Court decision.

III. The Increasingly Idiosyncratic Court

This Part reports our main quantitative results. As discussed in Part I, our goals are to examine the degree to which the Court’s opinions are distinctive when measured against the baseline of federal appellate cases, to identify the sources of any distinctiveness, and to estimate whether the Court’s opinions have become more or less distinctive over time. To briefly summarize our results, we find that the semantic content of the Court’s opinions—as estimated by our topic model—are measurably distinct. This difference appears to be due both to the selection of non-representative cases for review and to differences between how the Supreme Court and appellate courts discuss the same cases. In addition, there is a clearly identifiable time trend toward increased distinctiveness in the Court’s opinions. This time trend is not apparent with respect to case selection, which indicates that although the Court is selecting cases with a similar level of representativeness as the past, it is writing about those cases in an increasingly idiosyncratic fashion.

A. Supreme Court Opinions as a Genre Apart

Our first analysis examines whether the topic model is able to identify aggregate-level differences in the semantic content of Supreme Court opinions and federal appellate opinions. To undertake this analysis, we rely on the topic share in each opinion, which is interpretable as the proportion of words in the document that is associated with a given topic. For each topic, we can examine the distribution of document-specific proportions across all Supreme Court opinions and all appellate court opinions and ask whether the distributions of these proportions are different.\textsuperscript{150}

For each topic, separate distributions of that topic are determined in both the Supreme Court opinions and the appellate court opinions. For example, for topic I produced by the model, we calculate the distribution of its use over the collection of Supreme Court opinions and then calculate the distribution of its appearance over the set of appellate court opinions. This procedure is repeated for each topic for a total of 200 topic distributions. For the statistical analysis, the observations are topic shares in each opinion. For each topic, the distributions are simply the frequency of opinions at any given topic-share level, which for each opinion can theoretically range from zero if a topic is not present at all to one when all words in the document are associated with that topic. Each of the topic

\textsuperscript{149}. Appendix Figure 2 illustrates this result.

\textsuperscript{150}. For this analysis, we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (“KS”) test, which is a non-parametric analog to Student’s t-test (which only tests for a difference in the population mean).
distributions for the Supreme Court opinion can then be compared to the corresponding distribution for the appellate court cases.

We find that the distributions of shares in each of the two populations are unambiguously distinct for every topic.\textsuperscript{151} This finding indicates that, at a very basic level, Supreme Court opinions are recognizable and distinct from appellate court opinions. Given that there are significant differences between topic proportions for all topics, the distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions is not due to a few stray words or the writerly oddities of an individual Justice: the coarse-grained topic-model analysis will ignore such small bore differences, and they are highly unlikely to be distributed across every topic. Instead, across the board we find visible differences using the relatively low-resolution topic-model approach.

There is also an intuitive match between the topics and the court that they are more associated with. For example, words associated with topic 91 tend to make up a greater percentage of words in appellate court opinions than Supreme Court opinions. Topic 91 includes a variety of words connected to contract law including the following: “contract,” “agreement,” “parties,” “breach,” and “terms.” Words associated with topic 28, such as “amendment,” “constitutional,” “power,” and “rights,” are associated with constitutional law and appear more frequently in Supreme Court opinions. In the remaining ten topics with the largest differences in shares, the Supreme Court tends to have a higher share of words associated with statutory interpretation and constitutional rights, while the pool of appellate court opinions has a higher share of words associated with time and dates, testimony and evidence, proof, and appeals.

As discussed in Section I.C, the differences between the topics characterizing appellate court opinions and the Supreme Court opinions could arise through the following two separate processes: (1) the selection of cases through exercise of certiorari jurisdiction; and (2) opinion drafting. To distinguish between these two sources of difference, we can separate out the corpus of appellate court opinions that are associated with cases that were selected for review from the general pool of appellate opinions. In this way, we can estimate two different effects. First, we can examine how the certiorari process selects for particular topics. If some topics are overrepresented in the appellate court opinions associated with cases selected for review, this is an indicator that the certiorari process has targeted certain substantive areas. Second, we can disambiguate the certiorari process from the opinion-drafting process as a source of difference by in effect holding the underlying cases constant. We achieve this by comparing the Supreme Court’s opinions with the appellate court opinions only for the cases selected for review.

This analysis begins by separating out the set of appellate court opinions associated with cases selected for review. Again, the 200 distributions are constructed, produced in pairs by generating one for each topic in each court-specific corpus, and comparisons are made between the distributions in each corpus. The results of this analysis confirm that both the certiorari process and the opinion-drafting process contribute to the distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions. The corpus of cases selected for review is an intermediary corpus in the sense that they are more

\textsuperscript{151} The finding is significant with a $p < .0001$. 
similar to the Supreme Court opinions than the pool of all appellate cases, but there remain identifiable differences. Recall that for every topic, there were statistically significant differences between their proportions in the Supreme Court corpus and all appellate courts. Reducing the comparator to only those appellate opinions associated with cases selected for review, the number of topics for which we can reject the null hypothesis of no dissimilarity with the same degree of confidence falls to only 29 out of 100. Both the processes discussed in Section I.C—case selection and opinion drafting—appear to be at work.

The topics that are overrepresented in one corpus or the other tend to follow intuitive judgments about the choices of emphasis made by the Court. Words associated with topic 21, which we label Congress include “act,” “congress,” “legislative,” “house,” and “senate.” Those words are more common in Supreme Court opinions. The same is true of topic 28, which we label Fourteenth Amendment and which includes words such as “process,” “amendment,” “protection,” “clause,” and “equal.” Words associated with topic 59, which we label Appeals include “appellant,” “district,” “circuit,” and “appellee.” Those words are more common in the appellate court opinions associated with cases selected for review than in Supreme Court opinions.

The distinctiveness of the Court is not due, then, only to the fact that it selects a non-representative set of cases to review. Given the reality of certiorari jurisdiction, and the fact that the Court has given no indication that it uses that jurisdiction for the purposes of randomly sampling cases for purposes of supervision, it would be surprising if at least some topics were not over- or under-represented in the Court’s opinions. The substantial differences between the Court’s opinions and the appellate court opinions—when the underlying cases are held constant—provides insight into how the Court chooses to discuss the legal issues in those cases. These differences provide more convincing reason to believe that the Court’s opinions make up something of a genre unto themselves that is distinct from the more general judicial genre. The topic-model method provides a means of quantitatively articulating that distinctiveness.

As mentioned above, it is somewhat difficult to calibrate expectations concerning the degree of distinctiveness that we observe for the Court’s opinions, especially given the fact that the quantitative measures of semantic similarity that we use are not easily given an intuitive, qualitative interpretation. We know that there are measurable non-random differences, but the meaning of those differences is elusive without some point of departure to provide broader context. In Section III.C, we provide that context by examining time trends in the distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions, which allows comparison between the contemporary Court and earlier times. This temporal analysis can tell us, at the very least, whether today’s Court has moved closer to or farther away from the appellate courts. Before moving to that analysis, we examine temporal trends in opinions associated with cases selected for review to refine our understanding of how the Court has exercised its certiorari over time.
B. Subject-Matter Selection

To undertake this analysis, we used a simple logistic regression model to predict certiorari based on topic shares. Observations in the model are the set of appellate court opinions, coded according to whether their associated cases were selected for review. The predictor variables are the topic shares in the opinions. We also include indicator variables to control for year-fixed effects and also included an interaction term between year and topic proportions to examine whether there are time trends in the topics that tend to be more highly represented in the opinions associated with cases selected for review. With year interactions, there are six configurations of potential effects that we can discover. Topic prevalence can be associated with either (1) higher or (2) lower likelihood that a case has been selected for review; in addition, these tendencies can be (a) static, (b) increasing, or (c) decreasing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>higher likelihood (1)</th>
<th>1a</th>
<th>1b</th>
<th>1c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lower likelihood (2)</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>2c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static (a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increasing (b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decreasing (c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find that roughly half (53 out of 100) of the topics are significant predictors of whether the associated case is selected for review. This is a noteworthy result and has important consequences for study of the certiorari process. As discussed in Section I.C., there is a significant literature within empirical legal studies that examines the variables that determine whether the Supreme Court is likely to grant review for a specific case. Prior analyses have focused on variables that are external to the text of the appellate court opinion. Our analysis allows for a quantitative estimate of the relationship between semantic features within lower court opinions and the likelihood of a grant of certiorari. At the very least, our finding indicates that future analyses could use topic proportions or a similar mechanism that encodes semantic content to control for possible unobserved variables.

For example, there is a robust literature supporting the finding that the presence of amicus briefs is positively correlated with a grant of certiorari. From existing analyses, however, it is difficult to establish that amicus briefs play a causal role because it is possible for a third unobserved variable to influence both the probability of a grant and the decisions of amici. Controlling for the semantic content of the associated lower court opinions can help (although not fully remedy) this inferential problem. In an ideal experimental setting, the analyst would be able to secretly take control of the amicus process and treat a randomly selected group of certiorari petitions (and only those petitions) with amicus petitions. This ideal

152. The full results are presented in Appendix Figure 3.
153. The topics are significant either alone or in interaction with year.
155. See Caldeira & Wright, supra note 102, at 1122.
experiment is—to put it mildly—unlikely, but it would allow the analyst to draw very solid conclusions about the causal role of amicus briefs. By including topic proportions as control variables, the analyst would be able to roughly hold the semantic content of the lower court opinion constant for purposes of isolating the influence of the presence of an amicus brief. \textsuperscript{156} Such a topic-controls model would more closely approximate the ideal experimental context by absorbing unobserved variables that are correlated with the semantic content of the lower court opinion, likely including many of the characteristics of the underlying dispute.

In addition to finding correlations between topic proportions and likelihood of a grant of certiorari, we find that the mix of topics associated with Supreme Court review has changed over time. Of the 53 significant topics, 17 have year interactions of some sort. This ratio indicates that the topics in the Court’s docket are, to some degree, a moving target. A substantial number of topics are subject to temporal trends, but at the same time, there is some degree of subject-matter stability in the selection process.

Topics that stably increase the likelihood of being in the pool of selected cases (configuration 1a in the above notation) during our study period include certain constitutional issues, such as speech (topic 76); topics that relate to inter-branch relations, such as Congress (topic 21) and statutory interpretation (topic 35); and some substantive areas that appear to be of durable interest, such as antitrust (topic 23), education (topic 95), and Native American affairs (topic 17). Two clusters of topics that stand out for having relatively stable reduced likelihood (configuration 2a) are state law-related topics and criminal-law-related topics. The former includes family law (topic 1), trusts and estates (topic 34), negligence (topic 51), and contracts (topic 91). Criminal law topics include narcotics (topic 3), surveillance (topic 47), conspiracy (topic 70), and perhaps to some degree automobiles (topic 16).

We identify two topics that tend to be selected for review more often than one would otherwise expect with an increase in this tendency over time (configuration 1b). These are death penalty (topic 27) and state-federal relations (topic 40). For the death-penalty topic, in 1979, an increase in the proportion of words in an opinion that are associated with the death-penalty topic from one standard deviation below the mean to one standard deviation above the mean is associated with a 1.9\% increase in the probability that the case in question is selected for review. In 1995, by contrast, such an increase in the proportion of words associated with the topic is associated with a 2.6\% increase in the probability that the decision is selected for review.

Two topics that have declining tendencies to increase likelihood (configuration 1c) are due process (topic 28) and discrimination (topic 31). For the discrimination topic, in 1979, an increase in the proportion of words in an opinion

\textsuperscript{156} Prior work on the certiorari process does account for semantic features of lower court cases in certain ways; for example, by coding for the presence of certain legal subjects, such as civil rights, that are correlated with selection for review. See, e.g., id. at 1117–18. Existing hand-coded information on issue area provided by the Supreme Court Database provides some information on semantic content, but the information density of topic proportions is higher, leading potentially to more useful controls.
that are associated with the discrimination topic from one standard deviation below the mean to one standard deviation above the mean is associated with a 1.4% increase in the probability that the case in question is selected for review. In 1995, such a shift in the proportion of words associated with discrimination does not increase the probability of review appreciably.

Three topics that decrease likelihood, with an increasing tendency in this direction (configuration 2b) are insurance (topic 9), sentencing (topic 19), and energy (topic 66). In the case of insurance, in 1979, an increase in the proportion of words in an opinion that are associated with the insurance topic from one standard deviation below the mean to one standard deviation above the mean is associated with a 1.6% decrease in the probability that the case in question is selected for review. In 1995, such a shift is associated with a 1.8% decrease in the probability that the decision in question is selected for review (a meaningful decrease given that the baseline odds against a case being selected have increased considerably between 1979 and 1995 due to a shrinking Supreme Court docket). Underrepresented topics that headed in the opposite direction (configuration 2c) include patents and invention (topic 61).

In the certiorari process, the topic distribution in cases is a significant predictor of the likelihood that a case will end up being heard and decided by the Supreme Court. In this process, there are certain legal areas that are consistently favored, others that are consistently disfavored, and many in which predictive power has shifted over time. Some of the time trends have reinforced overrepresentation (e.g., death-penalty cases) or underrepresentation (e.g., insurance cases) while the predictive power of other topics has gradually declined (e.g., discrimination cases).

C. Trending Toward Distinctiveness

We now turn to the question of whether the distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions has remained constant, or has changed over time. In Section I.B, we defined the judicial genre with respect to a baseline corpus of documents. To the degree that the opinions of the Court are distinctive compared to the baseline corpus, they can be thought of as forming a separate genre. To motivate this definition, we imagined a prediction task in which a hypothetical law student was asked to guess the authoring court for a randomly selected opinion. If the law student finds that task easy, then the two corpora have distinctive genre characteristics. Furthermore, if the ease of prediction increases over time, we can be confident that the collections of topics are becoming more distinct with respect to each other.

For the analysis in this section, we build on this motivating thought experiment through a machine-learning algorithm that mirrors the prediction task given to the hypothetical law student. Using only the information contained in the topic distributions, the goal of the algorithm is to predict whether a randomly selected opinion has been drafted by the Court. From the results described in Section III.A, we know that with respect to the entire body of Supreme Court and appellate court opinions, prediction of some degree of accuracy will be possible—indeed, there are statistically significant differences between the two corpora in the proportions for every topic. The more interesting question that is the focus of this section is whether the corpora have been growing more distinctive over time.
To answer this question, one could start by comparing topic proportions on a yearly basis to examine whether there are changes over time. If a given topic begins by being comparatively overrepresented and its presence in the Supreme Court corpus increases over time, one might conclude that the corpora are becoming more distinctive. The problem with this approach is that there are many topics that are over- or underrepresented in Court opinions with levels of distinctiveness that may change considerably in a nonlinear fashion over time. Some measure to aggregate these many changes is required to arrive at a global assessment of distinctiveness.

One hypothetical way to attempt to do so would be to develop some measure of central tendency and then ask whether those measures are growing closer or further apart. For example, it would be possible for each year to estimate the topic proportions in each corpus and then estimate their level of difference using a measure such as KL divergence. However, this method is problematic because the topic proportions for the corpus need not be particularly common in individual opinions. Attempting to normalize the distributions or develop alternative measures of central tendency creates problems of interpretation and requires an unappealing degree of data manipulation.

A prediction task resolves this difficulty by generating a single metric of distinctiveness that is based on predictive accuracy of the classifier algorithm. Individual opinions are treated as they are—no attempt is made to tease out higher-level characteristics of the corpora that can be compared over time. In addition, predictive accuracy has an intuitive interpretation as a measure of distinctiveness.

To generate this metric, we begin by limiting the corpus of appellate court and Supreme Court opinions to a single year. Because the number of decisions in each year varies considerably—there were far more appellate court opinions in 2000 than in 1960—we randomly sample year-specific corpora of equal sizes. We then hold out 50% of the appellate court and Supreme Court opinions and train a basic logistic-regression-classification model using the remaining opinions. The only information that the classification model uses is the topic proportions in the opinions. Once the classification model has been fit, we evaluate it for accuracy on the 50% that was held out. This task is repeated many times, each time randomly sampling the 50% of cases that are held out. From this procedure, we construct a distribution of predictive accuracy for the classifier for that year. We repeat these same steps for each year in our sample, providing a means of evaluating whether the distributions change over time. For convenience, we aggregate this information by decade.

There is some risk that a naïve classifier will become quite good at prediction based on relatively insignificant differences, for example, differences in the usage of a few characteristic words such as the Justices’ names or the courthouse address. A high degree of predictive accuracy if based on these small differences would not necessarily imply substantial and meaningful distinctiveness. Use of only the topic model proportions as the basis of prediction reduces this risk. There is a substantial level of aggregation involved in moving from all words to 100 topics, and this aggregation lowers the risk that trivial differences will substantially affect the success of the classifier. The loss of information associated with topic modeling
helps reduce the risk of accentuating minor differences. If we find that that the model has an easier time predicting whether opinions are authored by the Court based on topic model proportions alone, we can say with a reasonable degree of confidence that the two corpora are growing more distinct from each other in a meaningful way.

Figure 1 displays the results of this analysis. We confirm that the logistic-regression classifier performs reasonably well in predicting the difference between appellate court and Supreme Court opinions. Based on the results discussed in Section III.A, the finding is not surprising because we already know that there are significant differences in topic proportions in the two corpora. More interestingly, we find that prediction is improving considerably over time. The center of the distribution of the accuracy of held-out prediction starts at roughly 80% in the 1950s, but over time increases to over 95% in the 2000s. This is a highly significant result. By the end of the study period, a quite simple classifier using only topic proportions achieved nearly perfect prediction. These results quite clearly indicate that Supreme Court opinions are growing more distinctive compared to those in the appellate courts. From this analysis, we know that the mix of topics present in each corpora in each year provides increasingly more information about the identity of the authoring court, in the sense that the classifier improves over time.

Figure 1: Prediction of Supreme Court Opinions

As discussed in Section I.C, both case selection and opinion drafting could result in Supreme Court opinions that are distinct from the general-pool appellate court opinions. From prior work, we know that there is an important winnowing effect during the certiorari process, and the cases that come before the Court are far from randomly drawn. The analysis discussed in Section III.B finds that the topic proportions in the opinions associated with cases selected for review are highly distinctive, with the certiorari process favoring some topics at the expense of others. At least part of the reason that the Court’s opinions are distinctive is that they are based on a non-representative set of cases. It is worth considering whether the

157 Pearson product-moment correlation between year and accuracy is 0.79. The error bars for Figures 1 and 2 indicate the range between the 10th and 90th percentiles.
contribution of the certiorari process to the distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions is growing, declining, or remaining relatively flat. The converse question is whether the opinion-drafting process has changed over time such that, holding the underlying cases constant, the Court’s discussion of those cases has become increasingly distinctive over time.

To investigate these two questions, we carry out the same logistic regression classifier analysis on three different corpora: the set of all appellate court opinions, the set of appellate court opinions associated with cases selected for review, and the Court’s opinions. We then carry out two sets of analyses, using the cases selected for review set as an intermediary corpus. We first examine whether the Court is using its certiorari power more aggressively than in the past in the sense of selecting cases that are more distinct from the pool of all appellate court cases. If so, we should find that the performance of the classifier would increase over time. We then examine the opinion-drafting process by analyzing whether the Court’s opinions are growing more distinctive vis-à-vis the intermediary corpus of appellate opinions associated with cases selected for review. In essence, this analysis holds the underlying legal issues constant to determine whether the Court is discussing those issues in a more distinctive fashion.

The results of these two analyses are reported in Figure 2. We do not find any evidence that there is any change over time in the representativeness of the group of cases being selected for review. As examined in Section III.B, the mix of cases selected by the Court for review does change and topics come in and out of favor, but the aggregate level of difference (as estimated through the prediction task) has not increased. Although this analysis cannot rule out the possibility that a more sensitive textual analysis would identify some temporal change, we fail to find any such effect using the same model that identifies an overall growth in the distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions. We can therefore say with confidence that the increasing distinctiveness that we identify is not caused by a change in the level of representativeness in the cases selected for review.

Since the Court’s opinions are growing more distinctive, yet the underlying cases selected for review are not, the natural inference is that the Court’s opinions must be becoming more distinct from the appellate court cases selected for review. We confirm this conclusion, finding that, when comparing Supreme Court opinions and the intermediary corpus of appellate opinions associated with cases selected for review, the performance of the classifier improves over time. Starting with accuracy centered at roughly 70% in the 1950s, performance increased to well over 90% by the 2000s. The lesson from this analysis is that, although the cases selected for review in recent years are no more distinct from the pool of all appellate court cases than in the past, the way that the Supreme Court analyzes and discusses the legal issues presented in those cases has grown increasingly idiosyncratic over time.
This finding is quite striking and indicates that, at least according to the measure developed and discussed above, the Court’s opinions conform less well to the genre of judicial opinions than in the past, and this change is due to the opinion-drafting process in the Court. Opinions written by the Supreme Court are more characteristic and easily identifiable than in the past; they are, on their face, less-obviously associated with the opinions drafted by the appellate courts.

Although use of topic proportions helps mitigate the risk that this quantitative trend is the result of trivial differences, it is difficult in principle to fully reject this possibility. Since it is unlikely that the legitimacy-enhancing effect of conforming to the genre of the judicial opinion would be genuinely undermined by such trivial effects, it is worth investigating further into the source of the Court’s increasing semantic idiosyncrasy. For this analysis, we leverage the results from our naïve classifier to engage in a qualitative analysis of a selected pool of cases to

Figure 2: Prediction of Supreme Court and Appellate Court Opinions
provide an interpretation of the meaning of this growing distinctiveness and its potential importance for the Court’s legitimacy.

IV. CASE STUDIES IN DIFFERENCE

As mentioned above, scholars and commentators have noted the growing stylistic distinctiveness of the Court’s opinions for some time.158 Other scholars have identified fine-grained temporal changes in the content of the Court’s opinions; for example, Farganis notes that “since the Court’s 1954 decision in Brown . . . the [J]ustices have made seventy-one . . . references to the Court’s institutional legitimacy, compared with just nine in the 164 years up to that point.”159 The value of the analysis in the preceding Part is to apply quantitative techniques to a very general measure of the semantic content of Supreme Court opinions that can be compared against a recognizable baseline. The topic model and classifier can identify distinctiveness and changes in levels of distinctiveness, in a way that is relatively free from biases and potential blind spots that might arise from a top-down, theory-driven approach that begins with some a priori account of the judicial genre. One downside of our naïve approach is that the results can be somewhat difficult to qualitatively interpret: Supreme Court opinions are growing more recognizable and distinctive, but how?

This Part serves as an initial remedy to this difficulty by engaging in an interpretive exercise that is informed by our quantitative results. For each five-year period in our study, we ranked every Supreme Court opinion according to the likelihood that it would be misidentified by the classifier as an appellate court opinion. In essence, we ranked the Court’s opinions according to how distinctively Supreme Court like they are based on our measure. For the two five-year periods corresponding to the beginning and end of our study period, we identified the two most- and least-characteristic Supreme Court opinions. The following discussion is based on a reading of those cases. Unlike the prior Parts, here we depart from statistical analysis in favor of a qualitative approach that is exploratory and somewhat intuitive in nature. Our goal is to leverage the computational analysis above to provide grist for human interpretation that can both shed light on our quantitative results and point the direction for future research.

A. 1950–1955

The two least characteristic Supreme Court opinions—that is, the most easily mistaken for appellate court opinions by our classifier—from the early 1950s are United States v. Borden Co. and Alison v. United States.160 The first involved an appeal from an antitrust case concerning a “conspiracy to restrain and monopolize sale of fluid milk.”161 The second involved the appropriate tax year to deduct losses

158. See supra notes 13–14; cf. supra note 114 (examining growth of dissenting opinions).
159. See Farganis, supra note 70, at 207.
161. 347 U.S. at 515.
associated with embezzlement. Both are short—just a few pages in the U.S. Reporter—and neither has generated a substantial body of case law: Borden has been cited in a total of 128 cases, while Alison has been cited a mere 40 times. Nor has either case been the subject of much academic commentary: Borden has been cited in 41 law-review articles; Alison has been cited in 11.

Justice Clark’s opinion in Borden was for a unanimous Court; Justices Black and Jackson did not take part in the decision. One of the questions in the case was whether the district court incorrectly ruled on the inadmissibility of certain evidence of antitrust violations. The Court declined to rule on the evidentiary questions on prejudicial error grounds. After “considering as much of the evidence as is before us,” the Court found that, even considering the excluded evidence, there was inadequate support for the government’s case. A second question in the case is one of procedure: whether the district court erred in refusing to issue an injunction sought by the government concerning certain pricing behavior because that court, in an earlier proceeding brought by private parties against the same companies, had issued a similar injunction to the same effect. The Court held that the district court “abused [its] discretion in refusing the Government an injunction solely because of the existence of the private decree.” More than 50% of the words in the opinion are associated with three topics: topic 13 (one of the procedure topics); topic 55 (which was difficult to label, but appears to be a topic of expository words); and topic 23 (antitrust). Borden has been cited relatively recently both on the requirement of prejudicial error and the issue of multiple injunctions in antitrust litigation. Justice Black’s opinion in Alison was not for a unanimous Court; Justices Douglas and Burton dissented. However, the dissenters did not write separate opinions, and so the document’s text contains only Justice Black’s words. Half of the words in the document are associated with either topic 55 (expository words) or topic 14 (tax). The most recent citation to the case at the circuit court level occurred in 1984 for the proposition that “whether a loss has been sustained depends upon the taxpayer’s reasonable expectation of recovery from the wrongdoer.”

The two most characteristic cases (according to our measure) from the early 1950s are United States v. Williams and Brannan v. Elder. Williams involved the interpretation of criminal provisions within Reconstruction Era civil-rights acts (codified at 18 U.S.C. §§ 241, 242), which prohibit conspiring or acting under color

162. 344 U.S. at 168.
163. Citation counts throughout this Part are based on Westlaw KeyCite searches conducted on January 27, 2017.
164. 347 U.S. at 516.
165. Id.
166. Id. at 517–19.
167. Id. at 520.
of state authority to deprive persons of their constitutional rights. Brannan involved the right to employment in the federal government for veterans under the Veterans’ Preference Act of 1944. The more characteristic cases are somewhat longer, with Williams spanning roughly two dozen U.S. Reporter pages, but they are not very long by contemporary standards. Williams has been cited in just over 100 cases and has been discussed to some degree in the law-review literature, with 93 articles citing to the case. Brannan has been cited in only 27 cases and three law-review articles.

The Williams opinion reads, to some extent, as distinctive in ways that might match a popular understanding of a characteristic Supreme Court opinion. The decision was a split plurality, with four Justices dissenting and Justice Black concurring. The top three topics in the opinion were topic 28 (Fourteenth Amendment), topic 55 (exposition words), and topic 70 (conspiracy). Justice Frankfurter’s plurality opinion included a two-page appendix which tracks the history of the statutory text of the relevant provisions from their adoption during the Reconstruction Era. The dissent includes some biting language characterizing Justice Black’s approach of avoiding the case on res judicata grounds as “too facile for the facts.” The substantive holding of the plurality opinion, which limited the application of the relevant criminal provision to “interference with rights which arise from the relation of the victim and the Federal Government, and not to interference by State officers with rights which the Federal Government merely guarantees from abridgement by the States,” has not stood the test of time—it was “effectively overruled” 15 years later in United States v. Price. Scholars have also criticized the plurality opinion’s characterization of political conditions during Reconstruction as relying on an outdated (even for the time) historiography that was “abandoned by historians” as “incomplete, unbalanced, and often racist.” Brannan reads less obviously Supreme Court like than Williams. The words in Justice Clark’s opinion (Justice Black dissented, but did not write separately) are primarily associated with topic 55 (exposition), and then topic 60 (mails) and topic 68 (employment). The mails topic may seem out of place, but the word “veterans” is among the most heavily weighted words in that topic, which may pick up on employment preferences within the postal service. The fourth most prevalent topic in the opinion is topic 21 (Congress), which includes words like “act,” “legislative,” and “history.” Indeed, the opinion does include some discussion of legislative history, and it was cited in a law-review student note the following year in a prescient discussion of a then-
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172. 341 U.S. at 95.
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175. See Eric Foner, The Supreme Court and the History of Reconstruction—and Vice Versa, 112 COLUM. L. REV. 1585 (2012), 1585, 1592, 1594 n.43 (citing Williams as example of the Court’s reliance on flawed history).
embryotic movement against the practice of relying on legislative history in the course of statutory interpretation.\textsuperscript{176}

The overall impression of reading the most and least recognizably Supreme Court-like opinions from the early 1950s is that the topic-model-based measure serves as an at least rough proxy for meaningful opinion characteristics associated with the judicial genre. The slightly stinging language in dissent and the relatively more detailed discussion of legislative history in the more characteristic case conforms to intuition, as does the mix of relatively more technical subjects (tax, antitrust, and procedure) and the less contentious language in the opinions more likely to be mistaken as issuing from an appellate court. At the same time, an observer familiar with contemporary opinions of the Court finds the more judicial character of even the relatively more characteristic Supreme Court opinions somewhat striking. Even in Williams, which generated deep disagreement on the Court on questions of both statutory interpretation and how best to understand a highly divisive period in the nation’s history, the language is primarily technical and legalistic, with only muted rhetorical flourishes.\textsuperscript{177} This is quite unlike how one might imagine an opinion on a similarly divisive subject might be written today.

\textbf{B. 2000–2005}

At the end of our study period, the two Supreme Court documents that best conformed to the judicial genre—the ones that were least distinguishable from appellate court opinions—were Central Green v. United States and Yarborough v. Gentry.\textsuperscript{178} The first concerns the ability of a pistachio farmer to recover damages from the federal government associated with damage arising from a federally owned water project.\textsuperscript{179} The second concerns an ineffective assistance of counsel claim in a habeas case.\textsuperscript{180} As with the less characteristic opinions from the 1950s, both Central Green and Yarborough are relatively short: Justice Stevens’s opinion in Central Green spans 15 U.S. Reporter pages; the per curium opinion in Yarborough spans 9. In neither case was there a dissent. Central Green has been cited in 58 cases; Yarborough, by contrast, has been cited in 3,380 cases. Despite these considerably different degrees of attention in the lower courts, academic commentators have relied in roughly equal proportions on the two opinions: Green has been cited in 49 law-review articles; Yarborough in 55.

The large number of citations that Yarborough has received is likely related to the fact that it is less recognizable as a Supreme Court opinion: it deals with matters such as habeas petitions and ineffective assistance of counsel claims that

\textsuperscript{176} See Note, \textit{A Re-evaluation of the Use of Legislative History in the Federal Courts}, 52 COLUM. L. REV. 125 (1952).

\textsuperscript{177} For example, Justice Douglas notes in his dissent that the relevant statutory provisions “are companion sections designed for the protection of great rights won after the Nation’s most critical internal conflict.” 341 U.S. at 87.
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\textsuperscript{180} 540 U.S. at 5.
make up a substantial portion of the docket in the appellate courts. It is telling that among *Yarborough*’s citations, only 169 come from federal courts of appeals; the vast majority—nearly 3,000—of the case citations to the opinion are in federal district courts. There is even specific language within *Yarborough* that appears particularly prone to being quoted. There are 439 cases that directly quote the following language from *Yarborough*: “The Sixth Amendment guarantees reasonable competence, not perfect advocacy judged with the benefit of hindsight.”

It is not difficult to understand why this pithy phrase has become popular in district courts that may feel overwhelmed by ineffective assistance claims in which there are at least arguable mistakes or unwise decisions on the part of defense lawyers. Another interesting feature of *Yarborough* is that two pages in this relatively short opinion are given over to quoting, in its entirety, the closing arguments in the petitioner’s criminal trial which served as the basis for a finding by a Ninth Circuit panel that counsel had been ineffective. In that quoted language, there are a fair number of words and subject matters that are likely relatively uncommon in Supreme Court opinions but that may be more common in appellate court opinions (especially that include similar quotes). Accordingly, the predominant topic in *Yarborough* is topic 90, which includes language associated with testimony, such as “mr.” “did,” “said,” “know,” and “yes.” The second most prevalent topic was 71 (ineffective assistance).

The most prevalent topic in *Central Green* is topic 25, which is associated with Native American affairs, but which also includes several words associated with water law—including “water,” “river,” “rights,” and “waters.” This subject-matter commonality is unsurprising, given the overlapping history of litigation in the two areas. The second most prevalent topic we labeled as precedent because it includes words that courts often use when discussing prior precedent. Indeed, *Central Green* includes a considerable discussion of the difference between dicta and holding and the relative weight of each. The third most prevalent topic is 35, statutory interpretation, and Justice Stevens spends a considerable portion of the opinion construing the statutory liability limitation at issue in the case. Interestingly, each of the substantive topics in the case (25 and 35) is relatively more common in the pool of cases selected for review, suggesting that they are of special interest to the Court, but it may be Justice Stevens’s careful attention to prior precedent (as a portion of the total number of words in the opinion) that renders this opinion less-obviously distinguishable from appellate court opinions.

The two most easily distinguishable Supreme Court opinions in the final five years of our study period are *Branch v. Smith* and *Smith v. Doe*. The first case concerns application of the Voting Rights Act to a congressional redistricting plan in the state of Mississippi. The second concerns a claim that the Alaska Sex
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Offender Registration Act violated the ex post facto clause of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{186} \textit{Branch} involved multi-part majorities, concurrences, and dissents with the Justices joining each other in complicated partial alignments; the opinion ran a total of 54 pages. \textit{Smith v. Doe}, although shorter (a bit under 30 pages) also generated two dissents and two concurrences. \textit{Branch} has been relied on to some degree in the lower courts (it has been cited in 139 cases) but has been discussed somewhat more in the academic literature (150 law-review articles cite the case). \textit{Smith v. Doe}, on the other hand, has generated a substantial amount of both citation and commentary, with over 1,200 cases and over 460 law-review articles citing it.

Particularly striking is the amount of negative treatment that \textit{Smith v. Doe} has received from other courts. Some states have explicitly departed from the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the Constitution when interpreting similar state constitutional provisions.\textsuperscript{187} Other state courts, even when ostensibly following \textit{Smith v. Doe}, have declined to extend its logic to new cases.\textsuperscript{188} Although state courts are broadly free to interpret their own constitutions, the Court’s opinion in \textit{Smith v. Doe} appears to have carried relatively little in the way of persuasive authority.\textsuperscript{189} Even the Alaska courts eventually struck down the same law challenged in \textit{Smith v. Doe} based on the state constitution’s ex post facto clause, noting that although the state court has not yet had any reason in prior cases to depart from the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the ex post facto clause, it had “the authority and, when necessary, duty to construe the provisions of the Alaska Constitution to provide greater protections than those arising out of the identical federal clauses.”\textsuperscript{190}

The prevailing topics in \textit{Branch} are topic 86 (voting), topic 35 (statutory interpretation), and topic 21 (Congress). Each of these topics is closely associated with the Supreme Court so it is not very surprising that this opinion would be identified by the classifier as distinctive. In \textit{Smith v. Doe}, the largest number of words are associated with topic 26 (briefs) followed by topic 52 (sentencing) and topic 41 (precedent). Although the sentencing topic is quite prevalent in the appellate courts, it may be that the discussion of sentencing-related issues is distinctive. For example, the prevalence of topic 26 may involve the number of cross references to various portions of the opinion as the Justices consider, endorse, or dispute the various arguments presented in either the majority, concurring, or dissenting

\textsuperscript{186} 538 U.S. at 89.
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opinions. The Court’s discussion of shaming punishments of the colonial period, and citation to various historical sources on the subject, are also fairly unusual compared to the run-of-the-mill appellate-court sentencing decision.\textsuperscript{191}

Reading these four sample cases from the end of the study period, the relatively more characteristic cases appear distinctive in ways that roughly accord with expectations of how a typical Supreme Court opinion differs from a typical appellate court opinion. Certainly the issues are of greater public salience and likely to be subject to more political contestation and controversy. Comparing changes over time is more difficult. But trends toward greater reliance on values-oriented language and styles of discussion that particularly highlight disputes between the Justices and explicitly criticize the majority or dissenting opinions may be apparent. Given the limited sample examined here, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions, but the following section proposes potential ways in which future research could translate these general impressions into testable propositions.

\textbf{C. Directions for Future Research}

Literary scholar and leading digital humanist Franco Moretti has coined the phrase \textit{distant reading} to characterize the now-growing practice of applying quantitative tools to the study of literary texts.\textsuperscript{192} As might be expected, this development has not been uncontroversial, and a lively debate has broken out in the field about the relative merits and demerits of quantitative \textit{distant} reading and qualitative \textit{close} reading. This discourse is reminiscent of the debates that broke out in the legal academy in the late twentieth century as quantitative tools from the social sciences began to work their way into law scholarship.\textsuperscript{193} Over the subsequent several decades, legal academics from both camps largely have been able to reconcile themselves to, and find the value in, alternative methodologies.\textsuperscript{194}

Quantitative approaches to empirical legal studies have typically relied on close human reading of texts. The goal has primarily been to standardize such readings, record them at scale, and then apply statistical tools to examine the results.\textsuperscript{195} This Article takes the natural additional step of applying new statistical tools to recently available electronic resources to directly treat text as data. The result is a new vantage point, even more distant than prior empirical legal scholarship, that allows for the quantitative estimation of macro-level trends that are impossible to perceive for even the most dedicated group of human readers.

To take appropriate advantage of these new techniques, it is important to understand what they offer and what they miss. In a qualitative assessment of the distinctiveness of U.S. Supreme Court opinions, it is easy to focus on certain obvious characteristics, such as the length of opinions, the number of footnotes, the relative
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lack of consensus, and the presence of politically controversial issues. These are, indeed, potentially important characteristics, some of which can (and have) been subjected to empirical study. The topic-model approach that we used will capture some of these characteristics—especially with respect to subject matter. But it does not attend to other characteristics such as opinion length and may catch others only obliquely via correlation with semantic content, such as the presence of dissents. At the same time, by focusing extremely narrowly on the words within an opinion (as represented by topics) the model is able to represent some features that are important in their own right, and that may also serve as a very general proxy for a wide range of opinion characteristics.

Subsequent work can build on our findings and the techniques used in this Article. The two most important advantages of the computational text analysis approaches that we apply are the ability to analyze a very large number of documents and the related ability to detect small or subtle differences that would elude a human reader. Here, we exploit these advantages to analyze a large corpus of appellate court decisions to construct a baseline against which the Supreme Court’s opinions can be compared. By grounding our analysis in this baseline, we avoid issues that would arise in comparing the Court only to itself. For example, a baseline can help interpret the meaning of the fact that the Court, in the years after its *Brown* decision, referenced its own legitimacy much more frequently than in the past. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the *Brown* decision (or other decisions at the same time) and the social reaction to it caused the Court to become concerned with its standing. But it is also possible that the Court was simply mirroring broader social trends: indeed, starting in the mid-1950s—roughly contemporaneously with the Court’s *Brown* decision—the word legitimacy appears to have become considerably more popular within general usage. Of course, the fact that the Court’s concerns could be related to a broader phenomenon does not undermine its importance; rather, it provides some potential insights into the causal mechanisms at play.

There are several directions for future empirically oriented scholarship on the judicial genre and the Supreme Court. Some that are suggested by our qualitative analysis are the relationship between distinctiveness—either on our measure or some other—and the downstream life of an opinion, such as the likelihood of being cited in the future, the degree of political controversy generated by an opinion, or its legal stability (i.e., the probability of being overturned). There may be upstream effects that are worth investigating, such as the role of amicus briefs or the involvement of the Solicitor General’s Office in affecting the content of opinions. Naturally, there may be some partisan or ideological effects that are worth investigating as well.

Our work also suggests that our notion of distinctiveness and computational text-analysis approaches more generally can shed light on the interaction of the Supreme Court and appellate or state courts. Two questions that stand out from the earlier qualitative analysis are, first, whether opinions that

196. See Farganis, supra note 70, at 207.
conform to the judicial genre tend to be cited more by the appellate courts; and, second, whether such opinions tend to be quoted at length more often. The causal story for these possibilities is relatively straightforward. Supreme Court opinions that are more judicial in character are more useful in terms of relating to issues often found in the appellate courts. Thus, they are more likely to be cited. In addition, the language used in those types of opinions may be a more comfortable fit for an appellate court decision, and therefore be more likely to be quoted at length. There are also important and interesting outstanding questions on how the Supreme Court affects opinion content in the lower courts—for example, whether interpretive methods (and associated word choices) that are adopted by the Court affect how lower courts reason through and write about legal questions. Tracing the diffusion of ideas, as embodied in text, through the judicial system is a particularly promising avenue of computational legal studies.

More broadly, the approaches that we deploy here can be used to compare interactions between the Court and other social institutions that generate text. These institutions include political bodies, academics, and even producers of popular culture such as blogs. Again, these different corpora could be compared to examine the diffusion of ideas as well as the extent to which the subject matters of controversy within political institutions or popular discourse are reflected within Supreme Court opinions. Previous work using topic models to examine the Congressional record can provide a starting place: building on the notions of divergence developed in this Article, it may be possible to span institutional settings to examine the interplay between Congress and the Supreme Court at a textual level.\footnote{See Quinn et al., supra note 17. For an example of an effort to compare a political measure across executive and legislative institutions, see Joshua D. Clinton et al., Separated Powers in the United States: The Ideology of Agencies, Presidents and Congress, 56 AM. J. POL. SCI. 341 (2012).}

Future studies could also refine or alter the approach to classification of the judicial genre that we introduce in this Article. In Section I.C we explain some of the advantages of the relatively naïve approach that we use here. But methods that combine elements of top-down theory, without the imposition of overly constrictive models, may be useful complements to both the theory-driven (such as that used by Faganis) and the naïve (deployed here) approaches.\footnote{See Faganis, supra note 70.} For example, it may be possible to separate language that is associated with substantive categories (e.g., contracts, torts, and sentencing) from language referencing to sources of authority (e.g., the Constitution, statutes, and precedent) and from language deploying different analytic techniques (e.g., legislative history, rules v. standards, values-laden). Computational techniques that may show promise for such a hybrid approach would include a combination of hand-coding and machine-learning classification, advances in topic modeling, such as the structured topic model that infers topics from metadata associated with documents, and topic models that incorporate parsing.
information on the role that words play in a sentence (rather than relying simply on word frequencies).\footnote{201}

No doubt in the coming years advances in natural language processing will create additional opportunities to study legal texts. New horizons include the application of advanced artificial-intelligence techniques (such as deep neural networks) to the tasks of summarization and text generation. The implications for law scholarship from these new techniques could be quite substantial, as interdisciplinary teams of legal and computer science experts apply advanced machine-reading techniques to process and interpret a potentially vast realm of legal and law-related texts. These experts have the ability to draw conclusions not only about the development of the law and legal institutions, but also the broader interaction of law and society.\footnote{202} But, as this Article has demonstrated, researchers need not wait for new advances before useful work can be done.

**CONCLUSION**

In this Article, we use topic models to formalize a notion of the judicial genre that is based on the summarized semantic content in a reference corpus of documents; in our study, opinions in the federal appellate courts. We then compare the semantic content of two sub-corpora—Supreme Court opinions and appellate court opinions associated with cases selected for review—to examine whether there are distinctive semantic characteristics that distinguish them from the broader judicial genre. We find that, indeed, the Court appears to use its certiorari power to select cases that are non-representative of the work of the appellate courts, and that the Court’s opinions are even more distinctive than the opinions associated with cases selected for review. We then examine the topics that predict the likelihood of a case being granted certiorari, and find that some topics have remained predictive over the study period, while other topics have waxed and waned in their predictive power. Our findings suggest that the Court’s attention is drawn to different subjects at different times, but that there are other legal questions that are of abiding interest. Future empirical legal scholarship on the certiorari process should consider whether including the semantic content of appellate court decisions (either expressed via a topic model or not) could be a useful mechanism to control for unobserved case characteristics. Overall, we interpret our finding as consistent with the claim that the Court’s opinions, to some extent, make up a distinctive genre of legal texts, and that the cases selected for review are a kind of intermediary corpus standing between the Court and the other appellate court opinions.

We also examine the evolution of the distinctiveness of the Court over time, both quantitatively and qualitatively. We find that the Court’s opinions become

\footnote{201. See Margaret Roberts et al., *Structural Topic Models for Open-Ended Responses*, 58 AM. J. POL. SCI. 1064 (2014) (deploying structured topic model that incorporates information on political affiliation); Jordan Boyd-Graber & David Blei, *Syntactic Topic Models*, in *ADVANCES IN NEURAL INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS* 185 (D. Koller et al. eds., 2008).}

measurably more distinctive over the course of our study period; we also find that
the opinions associated with cases selected for review are not becoming more
distinctive. We interpret these findings to suggest that the Court is selecting a
similarly non-representative pool of cases to review, but is analyzing and writing
about them in an increasingly idiosyncratic fashion. We undertake a qualitative
analysis of these findings by comparing the most- and least-characteristic cases, as
measured by the likelihood that our classifier would misidentify them as cases
selected for review rather than Supreme Court opinions. We argue that our
quantitative approach appears to pick up on differences between opinions that track
with intuitive notions of what distinguishes a Supreme Court like opinion from a
run-of-the-mill appellate court opinion. Based on this qualitative review, we suggest
directions for future research into the evolution of the judicial genre and the
application of computational text-analysis tools to legal documents.

As discussed in Part I, the Supreme Court’s exercise of the judicial power
through the judicial genre may play an important legitimating role for an institution
that lacks democratic accountability. The Court’s writings appear, over the second
half of the twentieth century, to have gradually drifted away from their roots. It is
not obvious that this development is a normative problem, but it is not obvious that
this is not a normative problem either. The place of the Supreme Court and its
relationship to the courts it supervises and the political branches is an endless source
of controversy. It would require further analysis—empirical, political, and
philosophical—to fully assess the normative weight of the results reported above.
Certainly, it would be helpful to have an explicit, normative conception of the
Supreme Court’s judicial role and how that role relates to the way in which the
Justices analyze and discuss the cases before it. Additional empirical estimates that
provide a finer-grained analysis of how the Supreme Court differs would also be
useful: there is a wide range of sources of distinctiveness in texts, from relatively
meaningless semantic quirks to an entirely specialized approach to analyzing the
law. Although we are relatively confident that the use of the topic-model approach
and our qualitative analysis avoid the problem of sham differences, further analysis
is needed to fully capture what this trend of distinctiveness means for the role of the
Court in the American judicial system.

In addition to these substantive findings, this Article helps demonstrate
how topic models can be used to open up new potential avenues of empirical legal
studies. In the past, quantitative analysis of law has traditionally been hampered by
the lack of attractive mechanisms for estimating case characteristics or the legal
features of opinions. Topic modeling provides a promising avenue through which
to estimate legal variables because it is oriented toward the semantic content of
cases, which is exactly where the law would be expected to show up. It also avoids
some of the pitfalls of human readers, including error, bias, and, most important,
time and attentional limits. By naively characterizing the semantic content of cases
based on a very general set of assumptions about the structure of the corpus, topic

203. See generally Tom S. Clark & Benjamin Lauderdale, Locating Supreme Court
Opinions in Doctrine Space, 54 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 871 (2010) (using citation to develop more
nuanced ideological variables for decisions); Barry Friedman, Taking Law Seriously, 4 Persp.
On Pol. 261 (2006); Emerson Tiller & Frank B. Cross, What is Legal Doctrine?, 100 NW. U.
models provide a quantitative and computationally tractable method to represent the text of the law. The corpus of the law—the published case law in the state and federal reporters, and other legal texts as well—is an enormous and rich dataset, and topic models provide an effective means of capturing important characteristics of that data that can be subjected to analysis. Topic models, and computational text analysis more generally, represent an exciting new frontier in empirical legal scholarship that has substantial potential to improve understanding of the law.
This table lists the ten most probable words for each topic in the 100-topic model of Supreme and Appellate Court opinions. Extremely common words (sometimes referred to as stop words) are not displayed. Categorizations are based on the authors’ subjective judgments, for illustrative purposes. Not all topics were easily identifiable with standard legal categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Characteristic Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>union board labor employees employer nlrb company bargaining relations national local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Family 1</td>
<td>ms mrs did told husband time testified asked sexual home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Elections</td>
<td>election political party candidates candidate campaign parties primary elections contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Narcotics</td>
<td>united drug cocaine government cir defendant conspiracy evidence drugs marijuana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Immunity</td>
<td>immunity officers officer official police law county qualified officials city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Prison</td>
<td>prison inmates inmate prisoner prisoners officials confinement conditions security jail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Procedure 1</td>
<td>motion district judgment appeal rule order filed summary party appeals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>dr medical hospital mental treatment health care patient drug expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Crim pro 1</td>
<td>trial defendant plea guilty indictment united jeopardy criminal double prosecution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>insurance policy company insured coverage insurer life ins policies liability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Standard of</td>
<td>evidence record fact finding findings burden standard proof support facts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>proof</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Crim law</td>
<td>offense crime criminal conviction united felony convicted defendant intent firearm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6th 7th cir.</td>
<td>ohio illinois ill michigan chicago state oklahoma indiana tennessee kentucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Characteristic Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Procedure 2</td>
<td>district order injunction relief decree preliminary orders injunctive pending courts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Tax</td>
<td>tax income commissioner taxpayer revenue internal irs taxes year code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Precedent 1</td>
<td>cir district id did issue circuit does omitted review claim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Automobile</td>
<td>car vehicle truck driver automobile ford stop motor vehicles highway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Evidence</td>
<td>evidence testimony trial defendant witness rule witnesses cross defense united</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Precedent 2</td>
<td>ct ed supra cases denied held united cert id cf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Sentencing</td>
<td>sentencing sentence district defendant guidelines offense united level guideline departure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Federal powers</td>
<td>power constitution congress law authority judicial president constitutional united powers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Congress</td>
<td>act congress cong legislative rep sess history committee section stat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Local government</td>
<td>city ordinance housing public property park county area building council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Antitrust</td>
<td>antitrust market price competition act sherman trade prices business united</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Confessions</td>
<td>confession police miranda right defendant statements rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Indian/Native American affairs</td>
<td>indian tribe lands united water reservation indians tribal land river</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Briefs</td>
<td>respondent petitioner appeals id petitioners respondents ante opinion ibid supra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Death penalty</td>
<td>death penalty capital sentencing murder sentence state mitigating evidence circumstances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Due process</td>
<td>process state amendment right constitutional protection clause rights fourteenth equal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Characteristic Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Family 2</td>
<td>child, children, abortion, parents, state, family, juvenile, parent, minor, statute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Disability</td>
<td>disability, alj, claimant, benefits, secretary, work, evidence, disabled, medical, ada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>discrimination, racial, race, white, black, discriminatory, equal, women, minority, district</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>epa, environmental, water, agency, permit, waste, air, project, corps, site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Aviation</td>
<td>appellants, air, convention, aircraft, airport, flight, airlines, international, united, faa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Trusts and estates</td>
<td>estate, trust, death, wife, decedent, spouse, husband, property, divorce, law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Statutory interpretation 1</td>
<td>statute, language, congress, interpretation, statutory, meaning, does, provision, term, section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>military, army, war, navy, service, united, force, security, defense, national</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>bank, loan, credit, banks, national, account, funds, loans, deposit, savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Statutory interpretation 2</td>
<td>sec, section, shall, act, provides, person, provisions, cir, pursuant, subsection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>land, property, lease, coal, use, oil, taking, compensation, mining, owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>State federal</td>
<td>state, federal, law, california, cal, statute, laws, supreme, code, courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Precedent 1</td>
<td>cases, does, majority, supra, fact, course, particular, make, need, example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Fees</td>
<td>fees, attorney, fee, award, attorneys, costs, district, litigation, party, prevailing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Securities</td>
<td>securities, exchange, fraud, rule, act, stock, investment, sec, sale, purchase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Characteristic Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>commission fcc cable communications television service public access broadcast broadcasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Valuation</td>
<td>cost value costs rate total market percent method year increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Search warrant</td>
<td>search warrant fourth united officers amendment arrest probable police cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td>king telephone gambling united conversations order electronic surveillance wiretap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Juries</td>
<td>jury trial verdict defendant instruction error judge instructions evidence jurors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Self-incrimination</td>
<td>grand privilege criminal united jury contempt witness amendment fifth prosecution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Jurisdiction</td>
<td>jurisdiction federal action district claims courts claim suit forum jurisdictional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Negligence</td>
<td>negligence plaintiff liability defendant duty accident injury cause negligent law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Sentencing</td>
<td>sentence parole release probation imprisonment term imposed years time sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Administrative law boards</td>
<td>board review hearing administrative decision judicial agency proceedings action process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>time period notice date limitations filed days statute year day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>[Unidentified]</td>
<td>said question shall opinion mr ed cases supra think page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Employment discrimination</td>
<td>discrimination employment title vii plaintiff eeoc employer employee age position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Administrative law regulation</td>
<td>regulations secretary agency regulation authority safety act standard standards requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Police testimony</td>
<td>police evidence testified car identification house robbery officer time man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Characteristic Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Appeals</td>
<td>appellant united district cir circuit judge appellee appeals atty appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Mails</td>
<td>service board postal mail united local veterans letter classification selective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Patent/invention</td>
<td>patent claim claims invention infringement art patents prior use said fed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Corporations</td>
<td>corporation stock company business corporate corporations shares partnership control assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Procedure filings</td>
<td>defendants plaintiffs plaintiff complaint claim district claims defendant appellees cir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Press</td>
<td>public press publication news newspaper times amendment statements article media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Tax 2</td>
<td>tax state taxes exemption taxation exempt property income business clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Gas/power/oil</td>
<td>commission gas power rate order natural ferc public company rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Habeas</td>
<td>petitioner state habeas petition federal corpus claim writ relief conviction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Employ</td>
<td>employees employee work employment employer compensation pay workers act time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>ERISA</td>
<td>plan benefits erisa fund pension benefit retirement plans employee trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>united conspiracy count government counts indictment defendant fraud cir evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Ineffective assist</td>
<td>counsel trial attorney defendant right defense assistance hearing judge lawyer representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>commission carrier railroad carriers transportation icc service rates interstate commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Maritime</td>
<td>vessel maritime ship admiralty act cargo vessels jones marine seaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Characteristic Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>sales sale products goods business sold product price trade food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>8th cir.</td>
<td>district missouri johnson kansas iowa st arkansas mo miller minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>speech amendment public government free content expression regulation protected commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Federal powers 2</td>
<td>commerce state interstate pre clause congress regulation federal act power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>5th cir.</td>
<td>texas florida louisiana tex georgia virginia state alabama brown la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Obscene material</td>
<td>sexual davis obscene material obscenity adult conduct young statute film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Testimony</td>
<td>did time smith stated fact told received judge testified record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Labor arbitration</td>
<td>arbitration agreement union bargaining collective contract labor dispute parties arbitrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Damages</td>
<td>damages award liability law punitive injury claim plaintiff recovery tort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Political organizations</td>
<td>members committee association member organization party activities membership bar communist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>property lien sale transfer forfeiture title judgment real law right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>united foreign alien immigration deportation aliens ins country bia attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Political/voting</td>
<td>district voting county districts state vote plan population political election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>1st 2d cir.</td>
<td>new york city jersey judge state massachusetts mass law second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Bankruptcy</td>
<td>bankruptcy debtor trustee creditors claim creditor chapter debt code claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Characteristic Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Entitlements</td>
<td>program services benefits funds secretary assistance federal programs title social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Testimony 2</td>
<td>mr judge did said know yes don record asked going</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Contracts</td>
<td>contract agreement parties contracts party terms breach agreements contractor agreed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>FOIA/disclosure</td>
<td>information disclosure documents records report agency public investigation discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Copyright</td>
<td>copyright use mark trademark trade work infringement confusion product works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Precedent</td>
<td>rule law majority decision supreme opinion cases judge application new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>school religious schools education board students district public student religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Federal claims</td>
<td>government united federal act claims claim private district public general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Class action</td>
<td>class standing action injury members plaintiffs settlement certification claims interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Sovereign immunity</td>
<td>action federal private rights suit civil act immunity congress right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Supreme Court</td>
<td>opinion cite id dissenting tion ing united ante stevens supra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix Figure 1: Prediction of Supreme Court Database Issue Tags
Distribution of out-of-sample accuracy in classifying Supreme Court opinions according to Spaeth issue labels, using, alternatively, topic proportions and word frequencies.

Appendix Figure 2: P-values for Matched Supreme Court–Appellate Court KL Divergences
The topic model can distinguish an appellate court opinion associated with a case under review from a randomly selected appellate court opinion, when compared to the matching Supreme Court opinion.
Appendix Figure 3: Topics with a Statistically Significant Relationship to Certiorari

For a substantial number of topics, the proportion of words in opinion documents that were associated with those topics are predictive of whether the associated case was granted certiorari. Several topics also interact with time, so that their influence either increases or decreases over the study period.